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TV TIME BUYING
RADIO TIME BUYING
WORD PROCESSING
We have just completed a new addition to our
facility with 23 IBM System VI ink jet printers;
operating 24 hours per day, 6 days a week,
enabling us to produce 30,000 personalized
letters a day. Our other services include fold-
ing, inserting and stamping (live stamps or
metered).
Pick-up and delivery service is also available
in our new Diesel-Powered Mercedes-Benz
huck.
Our modern word processing department
caters to the needs of churches, other religious
organizations, politicians, lobbying groups,
banks, insurance companies and a myriad of
others.
TV & RADIO TIME BUYERS
Sam K. Pate Associates purchases television
and radio time for over 35 religious organ-
izations, including Old Time Gospel Hour.
Let us show you how we can give you
maximum coverage for the least amount of
dollars.
Contact our oJt'ice t'or aduertising in fhis magazine.
WORD PROCESSING
GRAPHIC ARTS
/ss0c//TE$ INC.
P. O. BOX 4315 . LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA 24502 . TELEPHONE (804) 237-2903
Our new offices opening in spring 1984 in Atlanta, Knoxville & Chattanooga
The etrgre! McGuffds
Readens were different.
They were Christian
Noro they're saailable again
ofter 725 yesrs. You can get the
fu[ set here and SAVE $60
Rev, William McGuffey published his legendary Readers in the 1830s.
Later editions, from 1857 on, were revised without his approval, and ex-
purgated most references to religion. They were still excellent texts, but
no longer Christian texts.
Now a Christian publisher, Mott Media, has reprinted the originals. We
are offering them, with pride and admiration, for parents, godparents
and grandparents who care enough to teach at home, or at least to help ,
the children they love.
The Original McGuffeys: 7 superb texts
Pictorirl Eclectic Primer for Young Children. For kindergarten or pre-
kindergarten: the alphabet, simple sentences and stories, charming
original engavings.
Eclectic Priner. More advanced. For first-graders and bright
kindergarteners.
Eclectic Fimt Rerder for Young Childrcn. For second-graders or bright
first-graders. Lots of spelling, and the words get as hard as "would" and
"stalked" and "deranged,"
Eclectic Second Reader. 85 lessons, each a well written story with a
moral, some from Scripture or American history. Each lesson is fol-
lowed by l) questions drawn from it (e.g., How did Washingon receive
Lafayette? What is the Fifth Commandment? What is emulation?) and
by 2) spelling words ("believed," "myrrh," "forsook"). When your
children master this book, they'll be years ahead of their peers.
Eclctic Third Rerder. Authors like Addison, Irving, Byron...Bible
selections...excursions int  history like the marvelous "Alexander the
Great" - adults can read this book with pleasure. After your child of 8
FREE B00K tree wtth each s ert McGuftey and His Readers: Piety, Mlratity and
Education in 1gth Century Anerica by John H. Wsslsrholf lll
or 9 finishes it, he's reading better, and understanding more, than most
high schoolers.
f,clectic Fourth Rerder. Quite beyond the average collegian today, yet
within the reach of well trained l0-to-12-year-olds. Dozens of authors
they should meet: Johnson, Webster, Milton, Jefferson, Schiller, Bacon,
Southey, Bryant, Shakespeare, etc.
Eclectic Progrcssive Spelling Book. "Progressive" because it sarb with
basics and builds to an advanced vocabulary worthy of a graduate stu-
dent. Not only definitions but pronunciations and usage in good
sentences.
Mark Sullivan, in his 6-volume history , Our Times , nnks McGuffey up
with Washingon and Lincoln in influence. And a wonderful influence it
was. Do vour children deserve l ss?
Startling call fiom eminent profesor of English
"Let's bring back McGuffey's Reader - to College" is how Carl Bode,
University of Maryland, titled his article in lhe Ghronicle of Higher
Education. Wrote Bode: "l guarantee that regular doses of McGuffey will
brighten their eyes and bring roses totheir cheeks. . . teach them to con-
centrate on the printed page...give them some of the memorable
poetry and prose ol our AngloAmerican nheritance. . . make them bet-
ter men and women, ot o mention better-spoken m and women."
How to get this $69.95 slipcased set for 0llLY $9.95!
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Shimei's Dust
"Brother Jrrn' hod two loves, souls
ond cors, usuolly ln thcrt order He
reosoned thot if he spent o third of hrs
l i fo  in  a  cm rnc i l rnn  t l ^ ra  lac l  rnqrhnn lho
hospitols. vrsrtlng prospectg he hod o
rlght to enloy the fostest, the most lux
urrous, ond the newest model on the
IOOd,
A  t  Q r  r n r l m r  c r h n n l  n l n c c  n n r l r o cn r  J u r v u y  J v l l v v l  v l \ , N  P u l r r g J ,
l h a r o  r ^ r n q  a  l n l  n {  l r n h l h a r y r l o r i  r a l , r n a
, v N r l  r v
wrth hrm obout hrs often-trodecl
m rtnmntrrloc lIo had nlanhr nf adrnca
u r v r  I '  I
to gave obout how to trode, how to be
shorper thcm the solesmen, ond how
to finonce ot the lowest lnterest possr-
ble In foct, thot's obout crll Brother Jrm
tcil€d obout crt clcrss pcutres Of course,
thoro rrrrq chnrrnrq tho "g[1f{ ]nto thlfd"
crt the end of the evenrng when he
quoted o Scrrpture verse ond
chollenged the clms members to wrn
the lost
He could i^ul lrthrng o good Lck.
too-but he soved thctt fot the pr.-r1prt
A nnnv l  f i c l -mr  rn . i  ln  mn l romch min l
on the socredness of the trthe helped
to get the crftention of the reslstont.
"Thot tenth rs socred unto the lordl A
mons o tNef who steqls it for other
thrngsl" Such phrcrses hod been well
rehecnsed ond often used
Cne dcry Brother Jrm hcrd one of
those shcrbbrly clothed fomrhes come
rnto the church office Seemed they
were'dor^/n on their luckl'o thor.rsond
m r l o c  f r n m  h n m o  J r r n n a  i n  m  n l d  k r s  d -
I  rn . f f i  Tho cl ' r  i l r i ron \^/ara cmol l \ r  ihou y  v v r .
h r  r c l - r n n r l  r i r r F r r  i h a  r a l f a  ^ - a a l ' n ^^ r @ v u r r u  u r r y .  . l l u  v v ! g  q ^ P g u t l l 1 9 -
d-mn Thorr ncLo. l  fnr fmrl  rcrhmq ns v w  ' .
t ^ ^ r .  ^ r  ^ ^ ^  T L ^ . ,  L ^ A  k ^ ^ ^  ^ t ^ ^ h ; ^ ^
r u r K  u r  L , u J  r r r u y  r i u u  l . . r c l r  J r w p l r r v
rn the cor for dcqgs ond wondered rf
i ho  chr r rc l r  ] ra r i  dnr r  m-nor r  tn  ho ln
lhom c lmr  rn  a  mnia l  fn r  n  n rah t
He hod hecnd the story mony
t imoq A I  lho  mc inrq 'cnn foranno ihor r
hod dscussed the'deodbeots" who
mode lhe rounds of churches. gefttng
heln fiom errr:h one Wtth ltttle evo]uo-
hon cnd no tlme for prcryel he qurckJy
erslaaorizod thom nq r rnl^/Arlh\/ ^f
ossistonce He explolned thcrt the cof-
fer< r^/cre rlnr lhr^rl nO funds wefe
crvorloble cnd suggested they check
the socrol welfore ogencies Wrth
dismnninimoni rn ihoir orroq thorr lofl
As thcv rlrove or rl of the lot theu old
ir rnkor chnked nrrsi |1gfhgf Jtm'Sv a  r v r \ v v  y g u L
glecr-rlrrg outomobr-le Even it seemed
to know thcrt Brother Jim hod o poor
n a r q n o c l t r r e  n n  l i r r r n ^  c r m n l r r  - al J v r o l J v v r r v v  v r l  r r v l r I 9  J l r l r l J t y - J v
nlhorq r-or  r l r l  q, rnnlr r  ' rve
Shrmei
M.R.  DeHqon. . .
T  ^ ^ ; ^ . . ^ !  r k ^  ^ ^ ^ r , ^n  ] ] l  t he  Mo IChr sr  r jvysu rr  rs wur lu.
rssue obout MR DeHocn'r Dr, DeHocs]
wos o good Brlcle teocher. but there
r-rro qorrorrrl lhinr-rc rn h6 gg1p6n'LC5W
-r Crd-^' ihrr' ronlhr ShOUld be COf-
rected. He soid thot the low of God
wos fullrlled by ChrLst. ond now rs
enrlorl Chrict.li.l crnr lfigf He COme lO
fuUill the low bul He sord nolhlng
rrl^vrr rl nr rfl'nn rrn on6l tO tt. The
pso]mrsl spoke 01 the lcrw ond sotd,
'For 
error O Tnrd lhrr rrr6lgl lS Settled ln
hecrvenl'DeHoon sotd we no longer
need the low to show us whcrt sin is.
Rr r i  Pm I  'n ld Timn'hrr  rn I  T i rnolhrr  LRIO, Y  u ,  .  ,
lo  r rce 'he l rnar to n. ,n l  OUI Sln
\A/o rrll rrrnAF \r/rth Dt. DeHOOn thCft
no one ]s soved todoy or ever wos
qrnrod hrr kocnrnrr t1-'o IOV/ We Ote Oll
soved by groce Str l l ,  we musl
remember thot the low is the Word ol
God. ond we musl honor crrd respecl
rl olono with rhe resl of lhe Brble
Mcrsholl C St John
Concord, North Corohno
AnythinS but "lunqtic"...
T cm nno nf thne mnlo an tho fm
r rn l r l  Por l rmc l l ra  nn l r r  lh rna  ia  iho
r rch t  n f  qnmo a f  r rq  rq  lho  ar ]na  \A /hon
v s w v  v v  r r v l r
Edwold Dobsons ortrcle lobeled us
' ' l r  
rn r r t i c  f r rnad 'T  r^ rdc  ^h- r  r l  ln  i r  rmn n f f
t l-ro orlao 
'I 
rnrnr rlr-l nrofor nqor rrln non
or opostdte perhops even monioc, to
lunotic.
N T a m o - e n l l r n c  n h r r r a r  r q l r r  i c  n n l
roqonrod ovclr rcirrolrr tn tlro frrnaa
f fn l  rnq  anr l  nn f  a l l  n f  r  rq  an  lho  f r rnna
nome nomes some teoch people
nr rnc in loq  mr l  lhor r  rmnmrzo f lncc
when others wove them.
I  raal iza lh-t  iho n-crtranc af +1-:a nvf  l u u u L U  L r  r u r  r  I  l 9  v v J l l l v l  l J  v I  t t l v  Y I -
t r o m o  r i a h l  - r a  n ^ l  1 6 n c i r l a r n A  n n h a lr ] u r 1 ] u  l l \ , a r r  u r u  r f u r  u u l  l D l v v l v u  D U l l v l -
ar l rr  / \ r f rr f t  l l  ?6\ Dorhm^ i l  ,^ l^^^-, .^u r l y  \ r v r u r r  r ] : z v r .  r  s r l r u p J  I t  r J  u u u u u J Y
we trust the Brlcle thcrt we do not trust
lhe scholors (Ac1s ITll)
T n'efor fo qtrnr no.rf lhe ShOIe Ond
l n  k m n  r ^ r d m r n d  n a n n l a  ' T . ' n  r i a a n  n r  r tr u  N w v  v v u r  l  r r l l v  v s v v l s .  r t J  u g s P  u u l
l 1 ^ ' a r a  r n  l h a  m a ' n c i . n m  A  l n t  a f  n o a -t I l 9 l g  l I t  l l l g  l l  l u t l l D l l u u r _ ,  n  l v r  v l  v g v -
n l a  a n  n r r l  l h o r o  n n A  n a r r a r  ^ a m a
l J l U  \ , V  V U .  t t  t 9 - U  U f  I t  I  I  l g v U l  U U I  I  l C
bock. It rs sofer neff the shore'
Does tdword Dobson prefer to be
^^il^^ r-r-annarir^r cr Fundomen_
tolls? It wos hord to tell crfter he
lrrmncd thorn lr^x^reihor OS mc11ns|;egfn
ahrisfir-rnrfv I hcnre r^l nle{elence lor not
hernr-r r-clrod rr lr rnqljg ] hke fhev v a r r v
hr l - r l i cn l  ia rm ' rm. r  r l in r ' '  I  l ,nar^ r  mnnr r
of the mornstreomers ffe sdved. but I
I ^ / i ch  tho \ /  I ^ ro ra  m. ro  non r l in / '  T r  rc l
lobel me o "Pecuhcrr Fundcrmentcrhstl'
Ned Sutherlond, Postor
Rrhlo F,mtrqi  (-hr rral-r
\A/oct Ronr]  \Al iccnncrn
Nothing to qdd. ,.
T r:nmmond v.u on 'The Luncrttc
F r i n n d ' / A n r r l \  A c  l h o  e r r t i c l o  n a r n l a r ' l
nr rl cn elonrlrr t lroro aro mnrlorn-rlmr
, r r v v v , r r  v s I
rsolotLonisls who beheve they olone
understond the revelcrtron of Cod To
mon.
A l t h n r r a h  n a m a - e a l l r n ^  r c  t -  l - \ o
- ,  r - t ^ - t  + t r a y a  i n  ^  h ^ a d  r n  i r - l o n l i h r  a rU V U I U U U ,  l l l U l U  l J  U  l I U L u  . u  l u u r  i l . l y  J r
(
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G
T do nor  know whol  Scr ip lures lhe
m  r l l l a r c  r a n r j  l - r r  r l  m r z  K r n a  T n m o c  r r o r .
q t a n  a a n  l -  |  n c  m - n  \ /  \ / a r ^ ^ ^  ^  ^  - _ . 1  ^ ^ r ' r ^J f v f  r u J - r . u r f  J . _ _ r - t y  v  g l J g J u l l u q I l L l l g
r - h r r n r e r q ' h r l  m r r l , e  r r  C I e O I  l h o t  t h e
n n t r  r r n l  m a n  r q  q n i r r l r r n l l r r  r j a n r - l  n n r - l
a  c l m r o  t n  c r n  a n r l  A n l - ,  r -  r
. J  v .  i l y  v y  r g v s r l g L u
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JEPPY TALVELL COI'4MENT6
Objecttng
Gonsclentiously
n his Epistle to the Romans, the apostle Paul writes: "Let
every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For
there is no power but of God: and the powers that be
are ordained of God . . .,Wherefore ye must needs be subject,
not only for wrath, but also for conscience sake" (Rom. 13:1-5).
Conscientious Objection
There is legal provision in the United States for conscien-
tious objectors who because of their religious convictions will
not be involved in combat. These pacifists are opposed to the
existence of a military establishment to protect us. I respect their
beliefs. But I want to say that I am a conscientious objector from
an entirely different perspective. I conscientiously object to
slavery. I object to the United States becoming another Poland,
Cuba, or Afghanistan. Therefore, I conscientiously approve of
a strong national defense as a deterrent to war and slavery.
I conscientiously object to my children growing up under
tyranny. I am determined under God and by His grace that my
children will grow up in a free America. Therefore, I conscien-
tiously approve of a strong military to protect our 6eedoms. Ours
is a sinful world where evil men of depraved passions would
destrov us if thev could.
I o* determined that my children
will grow up in a free Americo.
I conscientiously object to anyone telling me what and where
I can preach. I object that 25,000 Baptist preachers have been
martyred in Russia since 1917. I conscientiously object to a great
part of our world's population being treated like animals. They
cannot own their own possessions. They cannot vote to select
their own leaders. They cannot speak their convictions freely.
They cannot even peacefully assemble in public to redress their
grievances. I conscientiously object to this country becoming
anything but a free nation-ever. Therefore, I conscientiously
and religiously support efforts to rebuild our defenses and keep
us capable of protecting our children and grandchildren from
the tyranny of Communism that is engulfing the globe today.
I
b
k
God and Government
The Bible clearly teaches th.at Qod established civil govern-
ment, just as he established the home and the church. When
Paul writes of "the higher powersi'he is speaking of the political
and military authority of a nation. The Scripture says of political
authorit% "he beareth not the sword in vairf'@om. 13:4). Civil
government maintains the armed forces, not in vain, but for
the definite purpose of protecting our freedoms. The military
keeps our enemies from invading our homes and marching
against our pulpits. America is a nation under God. He has given
us the home, the church, and civil government to maintain His
purposes in our lives.
As a minister of the gospel, my number-one priority must
be world evangelism. But as a citizen, I must also be concerned
with maintaining personal and religious freedom in our nation
so we will be free to proclaim the gospel. As a citizen I am con-
cerned about abortion, pornography, and so forth. These are
moral evils, to be sure, but they are not so gteat an issue as
freedom. If we lose our freedoms, everything else is academic.
The citizens of Poland, Afghanistan, and Russia cannot focus
their concern on the issues of abortion, pomography, and Chris-
tian education for their children. Why? They are in slavery, and
most of their energies are spent in their stnrggles for freedom.
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\7e need a strong national defense to
guarantee that as free-born human beings
we can serve God and our families and
minister to the world in an environment
of freedom. Many people involved in the
nuclear freeze movement are very sincere
about peace in our world, but they have
forgotten that we are at peace today
because our militarv defeated our enemies
h *, lose our
freedoms, everythins
l . l .
else ls hcgf,erntc.
in World War II. If some nation should
invade our country, the same people
would cry out for protection and defense.
'While 
we all wish nuclear weapons
had never been invented, they are never-
theless a fact of life. They exist in the
hands of not only the United States and
the Soviet Union but of many other
nations as well. We now face a very
crucial situation in the Middle East. The
United States cannot police the entire
world, but we dare not neglect our friends
who depend upon our help to remain
free.
God wants us to be free and to use
our freedom to give the gospel to the
world. Jesus did not die for America
alone; He died for the world. We must
not take our freedom lightly but use it
to fulffll His plan for the whole world.
Freedom is everyone's business. America
will remain free only as long as she re-
mains faithful to God. In the midst of the
confusion of the Constitutional Conven-
tion, Benjamin Franklin reminded the
assembly that "except the Lord build the
house, they labor in vain that build it."
Let us pray for God's blessing on
America, that she may truly be a nation
under God.
The "freezeniks" would ask us to stop
all further production of nuclear weapons
and subject us to "nuclear blackmail" by
the Soviet Union. They are not asking
the Soviets to reduce their weaponry to
parity. Instead they are suggesting that
America should lay down het weaporu
and, without inspection, trust the good in
tentions of the Soviet Union to do the
same. That is not only foolish, it is stupid!
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Sixty-five years of Soviet history have
proved that fact.
I once debated a liberal clergyman on
this topic on a television talk show.
Between commercial breaks I asked him
where he lived and he replied, "New
York City." I further asked him if he
locked his doors at night and he said, "I
sure do." I replied, "Why do you lock
your doors? If you can trust the Russians,
why can't you trust your neighbors?"
This is not the kingdom of heaven, it is
the kingdom of earth. This planet is filled
with people who would take away our
freedoms and possessions if they could. A
strong military deters them.
Pray for Peace
The apostle Paul wrote to his young
disciple Timothy: "I exhort therefore,
that, ftrst of all, supplications, prayers, in-
tercessioru, and giving of thanks, be made
for all men; for kings, and for all that are
in authority; that we may lead a quiet
and peaceable life in all godliness and
honesty" (1 Tim. Z:l-Z),We need to pray
that God will give our leaders wisdom in
the deployment of their responsibilities.
\7e need to pray for wisdom for them as
they maintain a strong national defense
to protect our freedoms.
Military might in the hands of a just
nation is a deterrent to war, Every
schoolboy knows not to pick a ftght with
somebody bigger and stronger than
himself. The only way to keep the Soviet
Union offour shores is to convince them
that it is not worth the price they would
have to pay. To reduce our arms would
begin an irreversible slide into national
slavery.
Because of our protected freedom,
anyone may be a conscientious objector.
But our government must be allowed to
pursue the best means to protect even
this freedom. The ultimate purpose of
military defense and prayer for our
national leaders is "that we may lead a
quiet and peaceable life in all godliness
and honesty" (1 Tim. 2r2). !
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"schclarship On Fire"
by Hward Dobson
Patrlotlsm
an Emfgrant Viewpotnt
tanding alone on the forward deck, gripping the rail,
I shivered as the wind spit a salty spray in my face. The
ship heaved and dipped and waves slammed over the
bow. With the healthy imagination of a l4-year-old, I was sure
we would be swallowed by the sea at any moment.
For 24 hours the Queen Elizabeth and her passengers had
endured the wrath of a severe storm. a storm that was to me
the vivid expression of my inner turmoil. Overwhelmed by the
events of the previous week, l, like the ship at the mercy of the
waves, tossed helplessly in a sea of emotion.
A year before, my father, a prominent pastor in Ireland, had
conducted a preaching tour of the United States. Upon return-
ing home, he gathered the family together and announced that
the lord was leading him to America. I could not comprehend
the bizarre announcement. After all, he was pastor of the largest
independent church in Ireland and Great Britain. Why would
he leave this security and venture into the unknown? Why would
he uproot us from friends and family? We lived in a nice home,
attended a good church, and studied in quality schools. Why
would he leave all this to emigrate to America?
But, being a man of strong character, once my father felt
God's direction, there would be no changing his mind. So, with
my mother and younger sister, I finally accepted the inevitable
move. For mother the hardest thing was selling our furniture.
Some things had been in the family for a long time. My sister
and I found saying good-bye to our closest friends most difficult.
Nevertheless, we were excited about living in America. We had
heard so much about it-that corn grew five feet tall, that every
family had an automobile, that everyone was rich. In fact, many
Irish children believed that in America money grew on trees.
r
L was c(rught in o stonn between
o, country I loqted ond o country I
did not know.
Finally the year of preparation was over. We had our visas
and had packed what was left of our possessions into three tnrnks
and several suitcases. By early evening of the first day's journey,
we arrived at the Belfast harbor. We would take a ship to
to
Scotland and then a train down into England to the Queen
Elizabeth. Hundreds of people had gathered at the Belfast docks
to say good-bye-relatives, church members, friends, schoolmates,
and neighbors. My grandmother and several close relatives came
on board to spend the last moments with us. The time for the
flurry of last embraces and kisses came all too quickly, and our
family left the ship. The crew raised the gangplank and loos-
ened the moorings, and the ship's horn moaned our final
farewell. I stood there with my mom, dad, sister, and our black
cocker spaniel, Prince. I was jealous of Prince because he was
unaffected by the deep emotions of this moment. As the ship
pulled away, the crowd began to sing:
God be with you till we meet again;
By His counsels guide, uphold you,
\Uith His sheep securely fold you;
God be with you till we meet again.
Till we meet, till we meetr
Till we meet at Jesus' feet.
Till we meet, till we meet.
God be with you till we meet again.
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Waving to the crowd, I realized the truth in the words of that
old hymn. I would not meet some of them again until eternity.
Just before they went out of sight my last gaze fell on my best
A il,e pdss ed the Sntue of
Liberty I begon to uy,
friend, Billy Dickson, waving the green, blue, and white school
scarf of our Grosvenor High. That's when I cried for the first
time.
Thankfully, the excitement of the train ride through Scotland
and England, and the prospect of five days aboard the luxury
liner Queen Elizabeth, eased the pain of parting. Life on board
was relaxing. We played shuffleboand, swam, ate lots of food, and
took Prince for walks. The kennels were above the first class sec-
tion of the ship, and we walked through the large chandeliered
ballroom to get to them. Every day was filled with exploring
new parts of the ship and meeting new people.
But now, on the deck alone, looking into the darkness of
the storm, I felt trapped. lreland lay far behind me, America
far ahead. I was caught in a storm between a country I knew
and loved and a country I did not know and wondered if I would
ever love.
By morning the storm had passed and everything seemed
calmer. Although we had been slowed by the storm's strength,
the captain announced that we would be in New York Harbor
by the next morning. \iilhen we went to bed that night my dad
said he would wake us at 4:00 a.m. to see the ship pull into the
harbor.
The morning was cool. After dressing in warm wool sweaters,
we made our way to the forward deck to see our new country.
I shall never forget how I felt, standing there with my parents
on that dark September morning. As we passed the Statue of
Liberty I began to cry. I don't know why I cried. later I would
learn the significance of that statue and the words written on it.
Give me your tired, your poor,
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore,
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!
I was captivated by the lighted skyline of New York City. It was
massive, like nothing I had ever seen. We waited on the deck,
huddled together, until the ship docked at the Cunard Line pier.
Donald Balfour, pastor of the Gbernacle Baptist Church in
South River, New Jersey, was there to meet us. He had stayed
in our home in Ireland for several weeks and had given me my
first cowboy holster and gun. It was good to see someone we
knew. I still remember his "Welcome to America!"
I was immediately impressed by the size of American cars.
\Uhen I spotted a Volkswagen, I could not believe it really was
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one. ln fact, I told my dad that it could not possibly be a
Volkswagen-it was too small. It was a large car in lreland.
On the way to South River we stopped at HowarrdJohnrcrfs
for our first American meal. I had read that all Americans ate
hamburgers and french fries, so that's what I ordered. Actually,
I wasn't too impressed. Putting a good piece of meat between
two large slices of bread seemed strange. Nonetheless, I consumed
it with vigor-I wanted to act like an American.
Going to school was a traumatic experience. I had always
attended Protestant schools and in fact had very little contact
with Catholics. To my shock, most of the students in my new
high school were Catholic-and they werc friendly toward Prot-
estants. Amazingly, the tension and division of Irish Catholics
and Protestants seemed far away. I wondered why these same
groups back in Ireland could not coexist in peace as they did
in South River, New Jersey. I soon discovered that this was
America-a land of cultural and religious diversity, where
everyone is accepted on an equal basis. I made new friends, all
of whom talked rather funny. One friend in particular who
helped me adjust to the American way of life wasJoe Thiesman,
now the quarterback of the Washington Redskins.
Eighteen years have passed. My Irish accent is gone. There
are a few remaining clues to my foreign origin. I've been ab-
sorbed into the melting pot of American culture. I am not
American by birth; I am American by choice, and as such I
have a unique perspective on this great land. I'm thankful for
the freedom that is ours to be what we want to be. I'm thankful
for a country devoid of civil war. While my relatives in Ireland
live in constant fear that they will be the victims of the next
terrorist bullet or bomb, I can go to sleep at night fue from
machine-gun fire and army sirens. I'm thankful for an economic
system that promotes personal incentives and is limited only by
one's initiative and vision. I'm thankful for a counny with
thousands of Christian dav schools. In Ireland there are none.
I om not Americon by birth; I
am Americon by choice.
I'm thankful for the vision of godly parents who took the risk
of emigration and offered to their children a future of unlimited
opportunity.
At times it seems as if I never lived in the Emerald Isle, yet
the emotions of those first days in America are as real as if they
had happened yesterday. That stormy night on the Atlantic is
etched forever in my memory. I'm proud of my Irish heritage,
but I have a deep love and appreciation for the heritage I ac-
quired in the new country. Like thousands of Irish emigrants
who arrived in New York City before me, I now "pledge
allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to
the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivis-
ible, with liberty and justice for alll' D
InsteaA of the uswl issue-orientd column, Senior H"itor Hward
Dobson shares his pasonal view of wltat it means n be ur Arnqiun.
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Lord,
Send Us
More Dollars
by CaI Tlwmas
l^ uess who said this: "we must
I If suppon equal jusrice tbr lblackj
\rt jobs and voting rights....If
our poor brothers in America are op-
pressed, without equal opportunity, we
must help them. . . .If natural disasters
oppress our brethre:, around the world,
we must lift them up. . . . Vhen petty dic-
tators violate the rights of our poor
brothers in South and Central America,
it is [we] who should care"?
Ted Kennedy? Jesse Jackson? Martin
Luther King? Walter Mondale? Wrong,
liberal breath! The man who spoke these
words was a Fundamentalist minister
named Truman Dollar. Yes, a Fundamen-
talist minister! You know, the ones who
are ignorant and bigoted, uneducated and
insensitive to social needs-the ones who
wear those shiny polyester suits with white
socks.
Fundamentalism is changing, not only
in image but in substance. More of the
suits are wool, and more of the doctrine
is escaping through the church door.
Dollar, pastor of a large independent
church in Detroit, delivered his speech at
"Baptist Fundamentalism'841' a conven-
tion of thousands of preachers in
\Tashington, DC.
He said to his brethren of the cloth
(wool and polyester), "We wele left behind
in the sixties. Civil rights leaders who
were not Fundamentalists led the fight for
the dignity of all men. We were left
Cal Thomas u a
alumnist utith tfu l.os
Angeles Times
Sryrd;icatf and, free-
lance witcr in
Lyuhburg, Virginia.
behind in the seventies. Antiwar l.dtie.O|
opposed a war that violated everythii$l
believers stand for. We cannot be lefi
/.4 .-4'1
A strohg case can be made that the
withdrawal of these Fundamentalists
into their little ghettos of personal piety
and "holier-than-thouism" contributed to
the cultural decadence in which we are
now mired. If these people are supposed
to be the "salt of the earthl' and salt is
supposed to act as a preservative, it is no
wonder that the world (the meat) has
spoiled-the Fundamentalists have pre-
ferred the relative securiry of the saftshaker.
In his 1961 inaugural address, Presi-
dent Kennedy spoke ofthe torch having
been passed to a new generation. He
meant leaders, like himsel( who had been
born in the twentieth century.
Perhaps'Iiuman Dollar represents one
who has received the torch from the old
generation of Fundamentalists. Perhaps
he is determined to let the fire ftom that
torch illumine the darkness around him
rather than hiding the light or attempt-
ing to extinguish it.
If Fundamentalists are beginning to
see and accept their social responsibilities,
America may, in fact could, ignite a
spiritual, social, and political bonfire that
is long overdue.
Ol9B4 f6 AiSd6 Tim Spdierc. Pqdftd with pcmision.
behind in the eighties. We must lead the
way. We have the resources. We have the
leadership. 'We have an infallible Book.
We have the power of God."
Then, in a remarkable appeal to social
action, which Fundamentalists have
eschewed with as much zeal as thev have
movies, drinking, and dancing, Dollar
told his audience, "It ought not be the
ACLU who opposes the violence of the
KKK in our towns. It ought to be fun-
damental Baptists. It ought not be liberal
"'W[ camot be
left behind in the
eighnes,"
political action groups that fight corrupt
elecdons in our towns. It ought to be fun-
damental Baptists. It ought not be liberal
public school teachers who fight for qual.
ity education. It ought to be fundamen-
tal Baptists. . . . We must not let our zeal
for evangelism make us ignore hunger, ill-
ness, or starvationl'
In the last century the Fundamen-
talists, known by another name, wer€ on
the cutting edge of social action and
change. Fundamentali$s, not the govem.
ment, caned for the poor. Fundamentalists
provided the impetus to quash the slave
trade, in this country and in England.
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s we drive through city streets
we frequently see the sign,
"Slow-Children at Plav."
Hopdullv, arc-h a sigrr rnakes us alerg qath-
ful to arroid posdble rnjury ot even death
o litde children who may zuddenly dart
into the path of our rrehide Such children
are often difficult to see before it is too late
and an irrevenible traedy has taken place
There is an even more hidden popula-
tion of children who bleed and sufier with
brokenbones and crushed and depressed
spirits. These are bodily, emotionally,
and sexually abused children. An ac-
curate count of such incidents is almost
impossible to obtain. Although federal
and state law mandates reporting such
abuse cases, the number is considered
extremely inaccurate because of
underreporting.
In the grip of fear and with a sense
of loyalty to their families, abused
children seldom complain of their pain
and suffering. Abused children usually
suffer in silence. Often socially isolated,
insecure, and ashamed, the family is in-
hibited ftom seeking help for themselves.
They tend to move from one physician
or hospital to another, seeking treatment
for their child, hoping to avoid exposure.
Seldom does one parent bring complaint
about the abusive behavior ofthe spouse,
but will join in defensively covering up
the problem.
There is no dearcut p'roffle of the
abusirre parent or the abused child" They
are drawn from all levels of society. There
ale more rcported incidences from families
on the poverry level and among minorities,
but there is dear evidence that child abuse
is also found among the economically ad
'/antagd and highly educated.
A college professor took his infant to
the hospital and examination revealed
multiple fractures as a result of abusive
violence. Other abused children come
from immaculate middle-class homes. The
calm, quiet demeanor of one suspected
abusive mother at ftrst suggested that the
charge was totally unfounded. However,
RichardH. Morrison,
ACS\X/. is exeantiq.rc direc-
tor of chill placing for
Sav e - A-B aby, Lynchbw g,
Virginia. He halls a
D. Min. frun fostem
fuptist Tlwological Sernirwl and on MSW
from the Uniuersity of Pennsyluonia.
subsequent discussion rerrcaled a de-
pressed, hostile mother who was in-
wardly in emotional disarray and was
misdirecting her anger to her child. She
petceived the child as a disturbance to her
tightly controlled world and thought he
was capable of behavior that would meet
her unrealistic e><pectations.
B.F. Steele's study of common
characteristics of abusive adults found the
following traitsr
teresting quesrion to which Harold OJ.
Brown referred in'Abortion and Child
Abuse (Death After Birth)i Cbistianiry
?bday, October 7, 1977, when he men-
tioned, uSince abortionon demand child
abuse has grc,wn to virnrally epidemic
proportionsl This correlation may be dif-
ficult to prorre because the rise in repoted
child abuse may be due to gr€ater
awareness of the problem and better
methods of reporting. Nevertheless, he
- immature and dependent. The
dependence may be on the child
or on a treatment sefting or on
a therapist.
- social isolation
- poor selfesteem
- difficulty seeking or obtaining
pleasure
- distorted perceptions of the
child (as seen in a role reversal
phenomenon)
- fear of spoiling the child
- belief in the value of punishment
- impaired ability to empathize
with the child's needs and
respond appropriately
'What 
is the cause behind this obscure
but prevalent problem of child abuse?
There is no simplistic answer to that
question. Obviously, in a few cases, the
answer is that the individuals involved are
psychotic. Psychological and emotional
factors are always present. Environmen-
tal stress in situations of economic
depravity is a common cause, Often,
unrealistic demands trigger child abuse.
Of significance is the usual social isola-
tion of the family and the child. In-
terestingly, there is no apparent child
abuse among Pueblo Indians. The close
tribal or communal life of some cultures
seems to be a deterrent,
The effect of the varied values and
lifeswles of other cultures raises the in-
concludes that 'h sense of loss of value
for life as evidenced in abortion leads cer.
tainly to an insensitivity o life after birthl
No single factor is accountable for
child abuse. It rather results ftom a
number of variables. Alfu Kadushin
says in ChiA Velfare Seruices:
Maltreatment might then be
understood as the interaction
among three major sets of
variables:
1. a parent who has the potential
for abuse,
2. a child who may be somewhat
different and/or dfficult and
who fails to respond in a man-
ner ercpected by his parents, and
3. a crisis situation which triggers
the abusive act. The probability
of abuse is increased by social
isolation, which reduces the
ready availability of help and
support from other people;
cumulative situational tensions
that lower tolerance for stress;
and a community contel<t that
sanctions interpersonal violence.
Among the variable factors that con-
tribute to child abuse, isolation and the
generational factor are most significant.
Research studies, though not conclusive,
show that the fiequency of abused
children becoming abusive parents is
significant. One is reminded of Exodus
20:5, which states that the sins of the
father are visited upon the children to the
third and fourth generations.
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One very angry and hostile mother
found it difficult to control her impulsive
anger against her children, especially her
son. In her own childhood she had been
the victim of abuse and incest. She was
helped by becoming aware that the roots
of her problem lay in her feelings of the
injustices she had experienced in her
childhood. Her behavior changed when
she was able to deal with her father about
her past experiences. She found grace to
forgive him, and she discovered that her
mother had experienced almost the same
background in her childhood and adult
life.
Ruth Kempe, a well-known authority
on the subject wrote in Child Abuse:
We have seen that the great
majority of abusive parents are
not monsters, but anxious,
unhappy people who care
deeply about their success as
parcnts and feel great guilt about
the damage they do in moments
of  uncontro l lab le rage. . . .
Since the abused grow up to
abuse, the intervention and
treatment we can offer serves
Certainly the gospel of the unconditional
grace of God speaks wonderfully to this
problem. Vho at some point has not
been guilry of speaking more harshly or
even striking a child more roughly than
was appropriate? People who abuse do not
need our judgment or punishment. They
need our love, acceptance, and under-
standing, which is only possible when we
respond as Paul stated in Ephesians 4:32,
"Be ye kind one to another, tenderhearted,
forgiving one another, even as God for
Christ's sale has forgiven youS
let us remember that a primary prob-
lem of many abusers is isolation. They are
isolated from a lwing extended frmily and
community of love. They may also have
nerrer ercperienced the love of God re.
ceived through saving faith in Christ. Can
our love of God in Christ motivate us to
absorb them into a loving, caring
fellowship, h.lpi"g to bear their burrdens in
compassion and love? Can we use the
teaching ministry of the church to help
people know and understand more about
what is involved in parenting? We rightly
emphasize premarital and marital counsel-
irg, but how often do we address
parenting?
Woo has not beea 
€uilty
of spakia! mone harshly or
even strikiag e cUId mone
roug@ thaa wes apprcpriete?
not only to protect children
now, they help break the chain
that binds future generations.
The law of the land clearly mandates
the reporting of abuse through public
welfare services, hot lines, and other
means. To fail to do this is grossly
negligent and only contributes to the
continued suffering we deplore. When an
abuse is reported, thoroughly trained pro-
fessionals assess the situation, take
whatever emergency steps ar€ necessary
to prctect the child ftom harm, and begin
a program of therapy with the abusers.
If we slow dou'n in our fast pa.ce of life,
we can see that many of our precious
children are in grave peril because no one
really cares or reaches out to touch them
and their families. \Uhat, however, can
the church do in the face of such a need?
InJames we are commanded to visit the
fatherless and widows in their aftliction
(ames 1:27). How welcome a distraught
par€nt might find the loving service of a
voluntary sifter to care for the children
for a few hours, offering some rest dur-
ing a time of strain. Crisis nurseries for
abused children need to be available
where children can be properly cared for
until parents can regain their composure.
In past years, all of these practical services
were offered by the extended family.
Grandmothers and older brothers and
sisters were more readily available to share
in caring for the young. In this day of
smaller families and increased pressures
and tension, these resources are less
available. A tmly caring church can
demonstrate love and care by providing
practical acts of loving kindness. D
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BFeaking the Gyclg
A counselor tells how
Ghlld Abuse
parents can stop abusing children.
"Honestly, sometimes I just love my child to death, and the
next hour I feel like wringing her neckl"
There are times when children try the patience and
emotional stamina of even the most mild-mannered parents.
Some parents who function adequately in most parenting
situations can become irritable and even outraged over
their child's minor behavioral infractions. The confron-
tation may be only a vocal outburst or it may culmi-
nate in physical abuse.
Recent data from the National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect reported that 331,000
children were victims of physical abuse in 1982.
Even though the statistics reflect a limited
!,.. reporting of the total number of abused
f.l\.1'., children, it is apparent that physical abuse
'. 
' is a problem that affects not only society
but the church as well. The church may
be faced at any time with the need to
:" minister to an abusive family. How can
we effectively deal with these problems so
the cycle of physical abuse will not con-
tinue into the next qeneration?
First we must understand why parents
abuse their children. Primarily, the abu-
sive parent tends to have unrealistic expec-
tatioru of the abused child. For er<ample,
a mother mav abuse a 3-vear-old who
li spills food on the floor, because she
lil, views the child's behavior as a com-
:l mentary on her parenting rather
than as a 3-year-old's clumsiness.
This mother may desire to have a
perfectly behaved child to reflect
her perfect parenting. She expects
more of the child than the child is
able to give.
An abusive family is a dysfunctional
faniily, whether they are Christians or unsaved.
The spiritual state of the family will have a bear-
ing on how the family approaches their problems.
Helping abusive parents change their behavior
may be possible without having them make a
personal commitment to Christ, but if opdmum
A* abusive family is
o dysfunctionol farfily,
whether they are
Christions or unsoqted.
healing of the family is to be achieved,
a personal relationship with God is
imperative.
As the counselor meets with the
family, the limits of the counseling rela-
tionship must be defined. The matter of
confidentiality is especially important
because every state has laws requiring pro-
fessionals to report suspected cases of
child abuse. In following these laws, the
counselor must tell the client that such
incidents will be reported to the ap-
propriate investigative agencies. Not tell-
ing the client that child abuse is a crime,
and that the counselor will report it, un-
til after the client has disclosed such an
incident-believing it would be held in
confidence-would be a misrepresentation
of the counselor's intentions.
How to Help
During counseling, many concerns
common to abusive families will need to
be addressed. The abusing parent must
learn to identifu situations that trigger
abusive behavior. Does the abuse occur
when the child is tired or more demand-
ing than usual? Does it happen at nap
time, mealtime, or at bedtime? Is it when
the parent is tired, perhaps after a long
day at work? Once the immediate situa-
tions that contribute to the abuse are
identified, the parents can begin to plan
and implement alternate behaviors for
dealing with the child at these crucial
times. Perhaps having father give the
children their baths and put them to bed
would allow mother an oppornrnity to
rest or catch up on some other work she
has been unable to accomplish. If the
alternate behaviors prove unsuccessful,
tvtargarct Stevens u
wdirntot of tlv Parmts
Unitd &og'lmt of tle
C-arnal Viryinio Mnul
Ileolrh Ohla' Ly:dlhlrgVa
the child may have to be temporarily
removed from the home and some
guidelines established for the parents
when they visit. The long-term effects of
being temporarily taken out of the home
Hl.:: 
less devastating than continued
Once the child is safe, both parents
can begin to look at their relationship. Is
there bitterness because mother is left
with the total responsibility of the
children all day or because father must
work two jobs to support the family? In
addition to changing the way they live,
the Christian couple must recognize the
sin of their attitudes and confess their sin
to God and to each other. The unsaved
couple will have difficulty getting beyond
these attitudes, but it can be done if each
parent is willing to make concessions
related to their lifestyles.
What to Do
Confession should also be made to the
abused child and be appropriate for the
child's age. For instance, to a younger
child a parent could say, "l'm sorry I hit
you so hard. You did not do anything
that I should have punished you so much.
T, importonce of
proyer in the heoling
process con never be
underestimnted.
When I hit you I was not acting like God
wants me to actl' Any of the child's ques-
tions about the abuse should be
answered, but the confession should not
burden the child with information he
may not be able to handle. For instance,
"I'm sorry I hit you. I was angry because
Daddy was not being nice to me and I
took my bad feelings out on youj'would
include the child in an issue between the
two parents. Confession and apology are
necessary to show the child the behavior
was wrong.
The importance of prayer in the heal-
ing process of the abusive family can
never be underestimated. The attitudes
and actions of each family member must
be a matter of prayer. If the couple is un-
saved the counselor must make the fami-
ly a matter of prayer. Once the sinful at-
titudes are identified and confessed. the
family must remain willing to deal with
wrong attitudes as they develop. The
family must also remember that once
these attitudes have been confessed there
is no need to take up the guilt of the
behavior again.
Sharing experiences with non-
judgmental people other than the
counselor may also be beneficial for the
parents. They need to hear other people
who can say, "I know how you feel; I
used to think about throwing the baby
up against the wall when he would cry
so muchl'but who will not condone the
use of physical violence to express these
emotions.
This group can also suggest ways to
handle the frustrations of parenting.
Knowing that other children act just like
yours do is always comforting. One
mother related that her l3-year-old son
seemed to complain about everything. He
would frequently say, "I didn't ask you to
tell me to do this or that. Why do you
always tell me what to do?" No amount
of reasoning could change his attitude.
Finally, another mother suggested that
rather than explaining, the first mother
should respond with "l do it because I'm
the mother and it's my job to worry
about youl'This gave the child something
to think about without grving him an op
portunity to argue.
The group can also help the family
learn new ways of spending time together.
Too often abusive families have a very
limited number of family activities that
allow them to get to know each other in
a relaxed atmosphere. Parenting skills are
learned primarily by example. The
challenge to the church is to provide
training by example to families who
abuse.
ultimately, these families need to reach
the point of forgiveness. The abused child
must forgive each parent for his or her in-
dividual part in the abuse. \Uhether a child
will ever be completely able to understand
the abuse is ffioJt to say, but he can leam
to forgive. This may take many y@rs, as
the child is assisted by 
" 
godly counselor
and parents.
A rcal fficulty may arise when the
abusive parents try to forgive themselves.
One very helpful approach is to stress that
since God wants so much to forgive them,
zurely they can forgirre thernselrq. Humans
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may forgive, but they do not always foxget.
Therefore the abuser should not dwell on
the past but rather think on the present
good things (Phil. 4:8).
The counselor's ability to work with
a child of the victim's age is important.
Referring the child to someone trained to
work with his age group may be necessary
for better results. 'When choosing the
topics to discuss, the counselor should
take leads from the client. For instance,
an abused person may need to under-
stand the biblical approaches to
forgiveness, expressing anger, developing
trust in other people, and feeling good
about oneself, but introducing these
topics before the person is ready is useless,
While the church cannot change all
of the social and environmental condi-
tions that may contribute to child abuse,
it can provide the ultimate treatment for
the problem. However, we should not
assume that the answer can be found in
a short-term counseling relationship.
Abusive families must continue in
counseling and have access to examples
of healthy family interactions. These
families can learn that'parenting does not
have to be an intolerable task; it can be
rewarding and joyous. D
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lncest:
The Great Betrayal
by Ronald E. Hawkins and Terry E. Dinsmore
ncest. The mere mention of the word invokes a gnaw-
ing uneasiness. The problem is not rare. And it involves
even the best families.
Incest is sexual involvement between family members who
are too closely related to legally marry. Vandermey and Neff,
in the 1982 winter issue of Adolescence, wrote that "though states
vary on legal definitions of incest . . . most researchers include
as incest all forms of sexual contact, sexual exploitation, and
sexual overrures initiated by any adult who is related to the child
by family ties or through surrogate family tiesJ' Estimates of the
frequency of incest in our culture are very difficult to make, since
the majority of instances go unreported. In his bookThe Death
of Innocence, Sam Janus writes that "5,000 new cases of incest
are reported nationally each year. For every one of those reported
cases, 10 to Z0 more go unreportedl'
Realistically, this national tragedy engulfs as many as 100,000
victims every year. Most adults who need treatrnent for the
residual scars of an incestuous experience did not report the
episode when it occurred. Many did not even tell their mothers.
Acconding to a rccent Necr; York Times News Service article, "The
American Psychological Association estimates that 12 to 15
million Americans have experienced incest, in degrees of
seriousness ranging from fondling to intercoursel'
Incest occurs in every social class-the pooq middle, and up-
per class all know the tragedy of this devaluing experience. And
no geographical area is immune, Every community in America
has its victims who withdraw in fear, wondering if they are
unique and somehow to be blamed.
The FBI Law Enforcanent Bulletin, January 1984 edition, says
that "incest affects over 10 percent of all American families, with
at least 5,000 cases of father/daughter incestl'
Although boys are involved in sibling and mother/son in-
cest, girls are most frequently victims. The girl is overwhelmed
and overpowered by the adult male, who abuses his position
of power and her need for love and approval. Contrary to the
"Lolita concept" popularized in the pornography trades, the child
is not the seducer in the incestuous affair with the father. un-
cle, stepfather, or mother's boyfriend.
A 1977 report from the Sexual Assault Center of Harbor-
view Medical Center in Seattle stated that 81 percent of incest
victims are 12 or younger. And acconding to their 1982 release,
the average age is 8, with some assaults beginning with program-
matic objectives in infancy. lnfants are hardly voluptuous
adolescents and these ad'rances cannot in any way be considered
beneficial.
Father's Days, by the pseudonymous Katherine Brady, reveals
a more accurate account of the embarrassment, anxiety, and fear
that surround incest. She declares, "I tell my story now with
the hooe that other incest victims will hear in it two thines I
2t
wished most but had to wait years to learn: You are not alone
and you are not to blamel'The victim is engulfed with feelings
of guilt and anger. The feelings are fiequently unmanageable and
may precipitate serious emotional and sexual dysfunction. Janus
notes that "among prostitutes, the frequency of sexual molesta-
tion in childhood is 92 percent;67 percent ofthem experience
some sort of incestuous assault. At least 75 percent of runaways,
on the national average, are escaping incestuous abusel'Incest
victims often describe their homes as "a filthy and dirty placel'
The emotional climate in the home is usually described as "coldl'
Estimates in the FBI magazine say that "20 to 30 percent of
disturbed children have been involved in an incestuous
relationship."
Incest loudly declares, "I want your body. You are only of
value to me if I can use you physically. The rest of you is
valueless." Little wonder so many of these turn to lives of pros-
titution as the only way to affirm their value. Others, sadly,
will shut down their sexuality, feeling it is an arena of dirtiness
and filth in their lives. They will perhaps marry and have
children but they will never feel valued. They will always feel
Errry cornrnunity in Amenco hw
its victims who withdrow in fear,
wondenng if they arc unique ond
somehow to be blamed.
betrayed and will wrestle with guilt and anger. In the presence
of such devastation, the sorual libertines still support their thesis
that incest can be a healthy e><perience.
Reflecting contemporary attitudes toward incest, recent
literature is mixed in its analysis of the impact of incest on the
life of the young child. Benjamin DeMott, in an article in
Psychology 'Todny, attacked what he labeled a "pro-incest lobby"
in psychology. According to those lobbyists, the softening of at-
titudes toward incest is required, because the incidence rate is
so hrgh that prohibition is futile, and the actual act is less harmful
than the guilt surrounding it. DeMott cites a paper delivered
by Joan Nelson at the American Psychiatric Associatiorls In-
stitute on Hospital and Community Psychiatry. As a child she
participated in "an ongoing incestuous relationship which seemed
to be caring and beneficial . . . There was healthy self-actualization
in itl'
Much of the contemporary "porrf' material portrays incest
as a tender and romantic relationship. John Irving's Hotel New
Hampshire is just one of many cunent books that tend to
legitimatize this kind of depraved thinking. The rising incidence
ofincest is rooted in the 6ree sexism ofthe pornography industry.
Men face a bombardment of "celluloid adultery3' When por-
nography becomes part of a marfs reading routine, his marriage
relationship is dynamically impacted. Any woman becomes fair
game to fuIfilI his sexual fantasies. Depersonalized females exist
only to serve his se<ual needs. No one is oiempt from the tragedy
of his unbridled appetite. Often he claims that his wife is not
the sexual partner he needs. He therefore feels entitled to meet
his needs-regardless of the effects to others.
In counseling, many of these men appear broken, but they
have a terrible moral cancer, and only a radical commitment
to a new way will make possible their deliverance. God has man-
dated, "None of you shall approach to any that is near of kin
to him, to uncover their nakedness" (lev 18:6).
The last verse of the Old Testament is a verse that relates
to the family. 'And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the
children, and the heart of the children to their fathers, lest I
come and smite the earth with a curse" (Mal. 4:6) Fathers
are called of God and enabled by God to perform many
tasks. These tasks are essential to the proper functioning of
any society.
God established the institution of the family and placed upon
the man the responsibility for maintaining an atmosphere con-
ducive to healthy physical, emotional, and spiritual development.
In his introduction to How to Be Happy Though Manied,, Tim
LaHaye writes: "FIe [God] wants the home to be a haven of love
where husband and wife and children live with a sense of security
and a feeling of acceptance. With all the turmoil and violence
outside the home, everyone needs some place in life where he
is surrounded by peace and love. God ordained the home as
that place of emotional safetyl'
Every child is born with the need to be loved and the ex-
pectation that his parents will serve as a primary source of that
love. The withholding or distorting of love is a betrayal of biblical
priorities, causing instant provocation and resulting in great anger
in the heart of the child.
Horrible damage can be avoided when fathers are yielded
to Jesus Christ and model the character raits of a bondservant.
The servant's priorities are clearly set forth in Exodus 21:5-6.
God's servant is first a man of God and second a man of family.
Fathers work, teach, protect, and guide, but nothing a father
does is more important than teaching his family the real mean-
ing of love.
God's servant never e:<ercises his personal prerogatives in a
selfish way. Although the bondservant in Exodus 21 was free
to go and leave his family, he refused to do so. In the presence
of the opportunity for personal freedom, he chose to teach his
family the meaning of commitment and love. His heart was
toward his family and although the awl would bring some pain,
his family and his own life would know great power because of
his commitment to the way of love.
Paul's letter to the Corinthians is a reminder of the tragic
impact of sexual immorality on the human family. Although
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some of the Corinthians had been fornicators, adulterers,
homosexuals, and sodomites, Paul reaffirms that they had been
marvelously washed, sanctified, and justified "in the name of
the lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God" (1 Cor. 6:9.11).
Winnoldins or distorting love
is a betrayal of biblical
Pnorities, cdilsing instont
prouocotion in the child.
Accepting Christ as Saviour meant the end of all such actions,
and Christians were to find a new life in Christ. However, Paul
wrestles in the fifth chapter of I Corinthians with the reality
that sexual immorality continued to plague the church. His ad-
vice to them encompassed both sternness and mercy, lest the
offending brother be swallowed up with sorrow (2 Cor. 2:6-8).
Healing tdkes time, but some actions can be taken to hasten
the healing process. Glking about the encounter with a
counselor or mature woman provides an opportunity to get the
experience out of oneself. The support of a caring and
trained listener can do much to begin the journey toward heal-
ing. If the experience is forced inward and never talked about,
it will serve as a magnet to gather all manner of debris in the
inner life. The externalizing of the violation, accompanied by
the acceptance and understanding ofthe listener, creates hope.
When the victim feels accepted in this sharing, she can, in spite
of her terrible ordeal, dare to believe she can be loved.
The victim must be willing to give up feelings of guilt and
bitterness. Guilt is often predicated on the idea that somehow
she must be to blame for what has happened. Such guilt is
seldom, if eveq based on fact and must be surrendered as irra.
tional and unproductive.
Certainly bitterness against the offender is understandable,
but this must also be given up. Ultimately more damaging to
the bearer than to the intended object, bitterness will torpedo
any attempt to live meaningfully and pursue holiness and must
therefore be given over to the lord and surrendered to the power
of His forgiveness. Without the resultant freedom that such giv-
ing up precipitates, the victim will never enjoy hersel( her sex.
uality, and her relationships.
The process of healing is nearing completion when the girl
can begin to understand how a sovereign God can turn even
the experience of incest into an opportunity for ministry. God,
who turned Joseph's tragedies in Egypt into good (Gen. 50:20),
can turn the horror of incest into an oppornrnity to minister
to the needs of people.
The power of His love and forgiveness is so great that it can
melt the power of evil from our lives and set us on our feet to
become ministers of His consolation (2 Cor. 113'7). The greater
the injury from which His healing comfort has delivered us, the
greater our potential use as ministers of His comfort. O
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A MASTER PLAI\ THAT
COULD CHANGE THE
COURSE OF HISTORY
At Liberty Bap,lr, cottege you can
become a part of the plan. Liberty has a
special place for you. If you are a high
school graduate, seriously consider becom-
ing a student in a school that has a plan
to change the course of history. Liberty of-
fers 66 majors and a full spectrum of liberal
arts classes. 
'SUe 
are fully accredited. Our
alumni are being accepted in America's
leading graduate schools of law, education,
medicine, journalism, communications,
business, theology, and other areas of ad-
vanced studies.
Lib.r,y Baptist Seminary has a
master's program available in several areas.
A doctoral program is planned for the
future. Presently, Liberty Baptist Seminary
and several of the college 
-graduate 
pro-
grams have candidate status for
accreditation with the
Southem Association
of Colleges and
Schools.
Tn. Institute of
Biblical Studies pro-
y vides one-Year and-
'- two-year programs of
condensed studies in the
$
\Uord of God.
Liberty University
will become a reality in this
; decade. This uniquely Christian
university will train thousands of
America's future leaders. Our 25-
/ year plan calls for a full-scale Fun-' damentalist nstitution of hisher
learning with 50,000 students on a
4,400-acre campus called Liberty
Mountain. \Ue will train tomor-
row's journalists, politicians,
educators, preachers, business
leaders, scient ists,  at torneys,
engineers, 
, 
doctors, and other
pr0lessronals.
Every vocation and segment of
society must be permeated with
young champions for Christ-
young people who know what they
believe and why they believe it-
young people who love America
and the free enterorise svstem.
Already, Liberty Baptist Col-
lege is America's fastest-growing
college. The best is yet to come.
\, r!
Five thousand new
churches will b€ planted or reac,
tivated by our pastoral graduates
by the year2000. Already, more
than 700 Liberty graduates are
buildine some of America's fastest-
growing soulwinning churches.
While studying at Liberty they
spent at least four years as a part
of the Thomas Road Baptist
Church and have a vision of do-
ing great hings for God. Each of
these churches will become a world
missions headquarters,
I fiu. thousand Chris.
t ian day schools are to
be started with each of
these new churches in North
America.Our next generation's
leaders will come from the hun-
dreds ofthousands ofboys and girls
who will be educated in these
Christian elementary and high
schools.
I Aconservative publica,
tions ministry reachinq ririllions
of Americanl is now-in place.
We presentlv publish Fundcmenadtst
Julrfulmasaaie, The Moral Mapnn
Repn, books, special repons,'and
other matenals foi people ven'ruhere.
\0e must provrde the ririnted material
to counteract the massive ffort bv
liberals and secular humanists de-
signed to brainwash t e American
pmnle,
BECOME A PART OF
THIS MASTER PIAI\T
A massive media
ministry will continue to be
used to preach the gospel to
every American home through
regular programs and prime,
time specials. Presently, the Old.
Time Gospel Hour is seen weekly
on 392 television stations and
heard daily on a nationwide net-
work of radio stations.
Ve are making plans for a
special satellite televison ministry
and other exciting media out.
reaches. This is essential if we are
to deliver-in this seneration-the
message of the gosiel of Christ to
the world and the need for national
repentance to 730 mi l l ion
Americans.
One thousand Save,A,
Baby centers will be estab,
lished nationwide. \ile already
have a Save-A-Baby Center proto.
type here in Lynchburg, Virginia.
During our first two years ofopera-
tion we have obtained licensure for
a maternity home and adoption
agency. Since we began this out-
reach we know of 2,500 abortrons
hat have been prevented, During
the next three to five years, we
have a goal of starting 1,000 Save-
A-Baby Centers nationwide which
can, ln our oplnlon, prevent as
many as 500,000 abortions annually.
I We are recruitinq,
training, and mobilizins. ?:5
million moral and politicll ac.
tivists.As private citizens. we have
established an oreanizafion that
has 50 state chairmin and millions
of active Americans committed to
returning America to moral sanity.
\ile are- involved in registerins
voters and informing the'rsleepinE
giant" of conservalive religioui
Americans of their oblisanon ro
"render to Caesar" reioonsible
citizenshio.
.E)ecome a part of
this plan by enrolling in
Liberrv Baptist Colleee.
Libertv Biotist ThJo-
logical'Semi."ry, or the
Institute of Biblical
Studies. The applica-
tion deadline is diiwing
near. For application
forms, a catiloe. and
financial aid inTorma-
tion, call immediately
toll free 1.800,446,5000.
LIBEKY'}
BAPTIST COLLECE
Or write:
Liberty Baptist College
P.O. Box 20000
Lynchburg, VA74506
Two Masters
ommunist states cannot stand refuious Hom because
God requires the type of allegiance the totalitarian state
deman& for itself.
The lTashington Post recently reported that Chinese
authorities have targeted three million "radicals" as part of an
anticrime crackdown. As part of this campaign, thousands of
Chinese Christiaru have been arrested or detained. At least two
Evangelicals, Ho Yan-Kit and Lam Aha-Wing, were executed
last year.
Also in Shanghai, a leading pastor and his son were arrested
and imprisoned. The father, at last report, was awaiting trial.
Chinese officials have not announced formal charges, but it is
a safe bet that he was probably guilty of preaching or sharing
his faith and of calling his fellow Chinese to serve a Master other
than the state.
Independent sources, meanwhile, confirm that all pastors of
the "Shouter" church have been detained or imprisoned. Other
arrests include at least 100 Christians in Nonan, 200 Christians
in Sian, 30 church leaders in cennal China and more than l0
house church leaders in Shanghai.
A change in the Chinese criminal code makes it a capital
crime to cause what is termed "great harm to the social order."
That means if you are a person of religious faith in Communist
China, and attempt to practice your faith, you are in danger
of losing your life.
This is not all that different from what is taking place in
the Soviet Union or in Poland or in the United States for that
matter. While we do not exact capital punishment for those who
seek to practice their faith in public in America, we nevertheless
discriminate in public institutions, in textbooks, in. the media,
and throughout the culture, against those who would seek to
practice their faith openly.
If pluralism means anything, doesn't it mean that those who
hold to an allegiance higher than the state ought to have the
same rights and privileges as those for whom the state is God?
Does it not follow that the enemies of religion and the friends
ofreligion ought to have an equal opportunity to present their
views and that the people might decide which view is superior
to the other? Alas, that is not what we have happening in
America or in totalitarian countries.
Communism cannot flourish when the debate and the ideas
are open. It can only flourish, if that is what it does, in an at-
mosphere of oppression and censorship. The same is tme about
secularism in America. \0e hear a lot about pluralism, but it
is pluralism for the secularist and not for the religiously
committed.
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ontrary to contemporary belie(
the "separation ofchurch and
statel' as defined by recent
United States Supreme Court decisions,
is not in keeping with the beliefs and
desires of the framers and ratifiers of the
Constitution and First Amendment-nor
of the members of the Continental Con-
gress, the first legislative body ofa young
and growing nation. There is no compel-
ling argument that separation is what the
honorable statesmen had in mind when
they submitted the Constitution, and
later the Bill of Rights, for ratification by
the states. Vhat is the language, then,
that gave birth to these court decisions?
"Congress shall make no law respect-
ing an establishment of religion, or pro-
hibiting the free exercise thereof]' is the
opening phrase of the First Amendment,
the only words relevant to the issue.
These 16 simple words are the genesis of
all the litigations, all the testimony, and
all the expensive legal fees ultimately
resulting in the ever-widening chasm be.
tween church and state. An objective
analysis of the historical record reveals
Madison, Washington, and the other
great statesmen who participated in the
constmction of the Constitution and Bill
of Rights, did not-by inference, word, or
act-believe "separatiorl' could, would, or
should be derived from their creation.
ln January 1781 Robert Aitken, a
Scottish immigrant, presented a
"memorial" to Congress requesting their
authorization for a complete Bible he was
preparing for publication. He had been
successfully printing and selling the New
Gstament since the time his advertise-
ment appeared in the Pentsyluania Eue-
ning Post for August 28, 1777. His success
as a publisher was temporarily internrpted
by the English occupation of
Philadelphia. That ended in June 1778,
and his entrepreneurial adventures
Paul Herny is a free'
Iance writer in
Lauderhill, Florida.
He is a former captain
of the New York City
Police Department.
became viable again. In his request to
Congress, Aitken suggested, "Congress
should likewise heed the spiritual secur-
ity of America as well as its temporal
welfarel'
A precedent for Aitken's request oc-
curred in 1777 when a delegation of
clergymen requested the Continental
Congress to authorize and regulate the
price of Bibles printed and published in
the United States. John Mams, who later
became the second President of the
United States, was one of a three-member
Congressional Committee selected to ex-
amine the viability of the request. The
recommendation of the committee was
that Congress should import the Bibles
from Europe. Due to its preoccupation
with the Revolutionary War, Congress
took no further action on the subject of
Bibles until receipt of the memorial from
Aitken. Acting upon the requesr,
Congress selected two prominent clergy-
men to examine the Bible and report
back when the investigation was com-
pleted. Both clergymen approved the
Bible, reported so to Congress, and
Congress bestowed its authorization on
the Aitken Bible.
The roll call of the Continental Con-
gr€ss that approved and sanctioned
Aitken's Bible contained many of the
same men whose intelligence and labors
gave birth to the Constitution and First
Amendment, the keystone of the so-
called "separationn decisioru; although the
word does not exist in the amendment.
It included such luminaries as James
Madison, Benjamin Franklin, George
Washington, George Wythe (law professor
of Marshall, Monroe, and Jefferson),
Rufus King, and Edmund Randolf. The
Congress also included some early
patriots who did not serve the Conven-
tion, such as Samuel Mams, ThomasJef-
ferson, and Roger Sherman.
All of these distinguished people
possessed distinct and manifest religious
affiliations including a smattering of
Quakers and Catholics. The dominant
religionists were Congregationalists and
Presbyterians from the North, and
Episcopalians ftom the southern states.
The Constitutional Convention met
in its entirety May ?5, 1787, in
Philadelphia. The Convention boasted of
at least two ministers: Abraham Baldwin
of Georgia, a Revolutionary Army
chaplain who later was offered a "pro-
fessorship of divinity" at Yale, and Hugh
\Tilliamson who preached for many years
before becoming a medical doctor and
much-honored electrical scientist. He was
described as "inclined to be intolerant of
those whom he regarded as unsound on
religionl'
Some of the others known to have
strong religious inclinations and
background were Oliver Ellsworth from
Connecticut, who studied theology and
later became the chief justice of his home
state; William Samuel Johnson, son of an
Anglican cletgyman, who was a lay reader
and the first Episcopalian in the Connec-
ticut council and was considered one of
the outstanding laymen of his church;
Richard Bassett, an "enthusiastic
Methodist" who paid half the cost of the
First Methodist Church in Dover.
Delaware; and Caleb Strong, who re-
ceived an early religious education, like
many others, and was described by one
of his co-delegates to the Convention as
"humane, religiousl' Fortunately for the
sake of the free world, the same appella-
tion, with varying degrees, could have
described all of the delegates to the
Convention.
Their affiliation to God and religion
is not surprising considering their
forebears, in most instances, came to the
New World to escape religious intolerance.
In addition, the rigors and wonders of the
colonies inspired the pioneers to a rebirth
of religious intensity. There was a new
vialization of e'rangelical preaching led b,y
men like Theodore Frelinghusen,
Jonathan Edwards, and George
Whitefield.
Eighteenth-century scientist, sophis-
ticate, and raconteur Benjamin Franklin
wdtes of attending one of Whitefield's
serrnons, determined not to contribute a
penny to the subject of the homily. Old
Ben listened and after a while: "I began
to soften, and concluded to give the
coppers. Another stroke of his oratory
m FUNDAMENTAUST JOURNAI
made me asham'd of that, and determin'd
me to give silver; and he finished so
admirably that I empty'd my pocket
wholly into the collector's dish, gold and
a11."
The pervasive environment of Chris-
tianity in the midl700s brought with it
a massive increase in religious fervor, Con-
comitantly, and not coincidently, the
period produced an elevation of Christian
ideals and moralism that continued
unabated well past the beginning of the
next century.
In this atmosphere of Christianity's re-
juvenation, the delegates to the Constitu-
tional Convention met in Philadelphia in
May 1787. By September, the Constitu.
tion was completed to the satisfaction of
the framers and sent to the Congress of
the Confederation where it was rapidly
approved and sent to the states for
ratification. In May 1788, when it was
ratified by New Hampshire, the Constitu-
tion had obtained its required two-thirds
majoriry and became the law of the land.
Complying with the new law, the
Congress of the United States met and
considered 145 amendments. This un.
wieldy number was swiftly reduced to
l7-Z of which the states failed to ratifv.
The remaining 10, the Bill of Rights,
became law in 1791.
The Congress demonstrated further
evidence of the bridge between church
and state by opening each oftheir sessions
with an invocation led by an official con-
gressional chaplain. It also ensured that
chaplains were available for military per-
sonnel, and encouraged the enhancement
of religion via tax relief.
The great Declaration of In-
dependence, composed by Franklin, John
Adams, and Jefferson, among others,
r€cognizes the importance and presence
of God in its first two paragraphs. The
more memorable phrase is contained in
the laner: "We hold these tmths to be self-
evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable rightsl'
Again and again, undiminished by the
passage of dme, early leaders of our na.
tional government exhibited their firm
belief in God and faith in religion. Ex.
amples can be seen in their writings, of-
ficial pronouncements, and private cor-
respondence. Contrary to prese*day
propagandists, the evidence continued to
grow and show the uestablishment clauC'
was not and is not symmetrical with
"se,pa.ration3 Its all too obvious intent was
to prevent the national government ftrom
meddling with religion, or supporting one
above the others, or subverting one or all.
Francis Scott Key's passionate poem,
"The Star-Spangled Bannerl' written in
1814, received immediate popular
acceptance-aided by, 'And this be our
motto: In God is our trust!" A similar
phrase can be seen to this day on our cur-
rency. In April 1865 the public buildings
in Washington celebrated the fall of Rich-
mond with a blaze of lights, none brighter
than the capitol. The federal govern-
ment's official affinity with religion was
demorstrated for all the celebrants to see,
and for the media to describe: "From
basement to dome it burned like a beacon
on its hill . . . . The words could be read
far up Pennsylvania Avenue This is the
lord's doing; it is marvelous in our eyesl'
Perhaps no example is more revealing
and compelling than remarks made as
recently as 1954 by President Dwight
David Eisenhower when welcoming the
addition of the phrase "under God" to
the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag: "The
adoption of this phrase reaftrms the
transcendence of religious faith in
America's heritage and futurei'
From the mid-seventeenth century
when Massachusetts Puritanism pre-
scribed the proper compensation for cer-
tain artisan labor, through the
Renaissance of religious fervor that had
such an impact on the nation's genesis
and adolescence when the Constitution
was fiamed, into the mid-twentieth cen'
tury when the President spoke of the
"transcendence of religious faith in
Americai'the position of theism, uu-c-uis
government, has been considered
sacrosanct. In 1962, after 171 years of
Constitutional kinship between church
and state, the United States Supreme
Court revoked history and created the
separation principle.
Charles Evan Hughes, a Supreme
Court Justice in 1910, spoke in 1907, "We
are under a Constitution, but the Con-
stitution is what the judges say it isl'And
the judges have spoken. The establish-
ment clause of 1787 , contrary to history
and tradition, became a brand i'rew
amendment, the "separation of church
and statet' amendment,
The distortion of the First Amend-
mentbeganin 1962, Engelu. WaJe,when
the Court ruled the government could
not compose prayers or require their
recitation by public school students. The
transfiguration continued in 1965, now
that precedent had been established,
when their reasoning banned grace before
public school lunch, in Stein u. Oshirulci,
The conp de grore occurred when the
court approved U.S. District Judge Juan
Burciaga's decision banning a "moment
of silence" in the schools of New Mex-
ico These decisions, purportedly based
on the First Amendment, are actually
based on the precedent ofthe 1962 case,
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and they serve to carve our social system
into one satisfactory to the justices. The
only other logic is that supplied by
Hughes 50 years earlier.
Advocates of the separation theory
have been ably abetted in their litigation
by federal judges with a predilection for
writing ground-breaking, landmark,
headlinearabbing decisions. Meanwhile
an unsuspecring publig having been pro-
pagandized via redun&ncy into believing
a separation clause actually exists, stands
by and uncritically witnesses the er<ecu-
tion of justice.
References to God and religious
celebrations in or on public property were
permitted in this nation from the time of
its binh with no demurrer from the
original patriots or thos€ who followed
soon after. It took over 150 years before
lawyers, described by Russell Baker as
"men cunningly nained in the art of stop
ping all constmctive activity;' litigated
successfully to create the myth of the
separation amendment. Each decision
was based not on the establishment or
prohibition clauses of the rcal First
Amendment, but on specious judicial
speculation of a two-centuty-old
doctrine-a docnine wdtten by leaders
who demonstrably did not have separa-
tion in mind.
Jonathan Swift wrote, "It is a maxim
among lawyers that whatever hath been
done before may legally be done again:
and therefore they take special care to
recond all decisions made against justice
and mankind. These, under the name of
precedens, they produce as authorities to
justifu the most iniquitous of opinions;
and the judges never fail ofdirecting ac-
cordingly." Written 300 years ago in
Gulliver's Trauek, the observation is just
as accurate tday.
For precedent in legal circles nurrures
on itself, and as it grows, its reputation
enhanced by repetition, it erodes the
original law and eventually becomes the
law itself.
Those rcsponsible for the Declaration
of Independence in 1771, and for
authorizing the Aitken Bible in 1781, and
the Constitution in 1787, did not obscure
their faith in the relationship between
church and state with obfuscating
language. Jefferson himself gave qedit to
the Creator in the Declaration.
Vashington thanked the intervention of
"the all powerful Guide and Dispenser of
human events" for making the new na-
tion possible. On a subsequent occasion
Washington enunciated his crcdq which
was shared by most of his compatriots:
"Providence.. . will not suffer. .. more
than a temporary intem.rption. . . to the
happiness of this rising nationl' His con-
tempories not only shared his faith, they
nourished the relationship, while at the
same time zealously safeguarding their
treasured religious fieedom with the First
Amendment.
The Amendment itself provides con-
clusive and werwhelming evidence as to
the intent of the framers. Not only is the
word separation absent ftom it, there is no
reference or allusion to it. Their amend-
ment did not mandate separation in 1787;
it does not authorize it now. D
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K i d s P r a i s e 4 A d y m a n i c
p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  B i b l i c a l
pr inc ple of servanthood.Ml08
Mcdl€y of praise Forty three
praise favori tes performed by
t h e  P r a l s e  S y m p h o n y
O r c h e s t r € .
M
Kids P.aise 2 fedtures ten songs
Psalms Al ive 2
l A m
B€st of Praise
Mcdlcy of Praise
Kids Praise Album
Kids Praise t
Kids Praise 3
Kids Praise 4
Praige Chorus Eook
Praisc Chorus Book
M r l 3
M100
M083
M068
M078
M092
M108
17997
38035
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MaranatharMusic praise chorus book
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3C) FUNDAMENTAIIST JOURNAI
remainsr'a vibrant;, living testiryrony,,, ;,
to the eteinal truth of tf,ose words. lf; , , :
Mr. Moody, as one of God's "sent : :,r', ,l;r
ones," founded the Institute in 1886. 
, :,1"
Today, after a century,in a world 
.,,,;;,ji,,,.;r
severely wounded by two world ,;li;i;,,;i',
wars, shaken by countless con- 
':.il,, 
,
flicting philosophies, quavering
under the imminent threat of
nuclear holocaust, the school that
D. L. Moody founded flourishes
. . . convincing evidence of the
reality of his falth in God
. . . a resounding testimony to the
fact that "lesus nner falls!"

A PIeaFor Prager
W, have been the recipients of the choicest bounties of Heaven, Iile have been
preserved, these many years, in peace and prosperity, IAe have grown in numbers,
wealth, and power, as no other nation has ever grown, But we have forgotten God,
Proclamation
Appointing a National Fast Dag
By the President of the United States of America.
March 30. 1863
Whereas, the Senate of the United States, devoutly recognizing the Supreme Authority
and just Qovernment of Almighty God, in all the affairs of men and of nations, has, by a
resolution, requested the President to designate and set apart a day for National prayer and
humiliation:
And whereas it is the duty of nations as well as of men, to own their dependence upon
the overruling power of God, to confess their sins and transgressions, in humble sorrow,
yet with assured hope that genuine repentance will lead to mercy and pardon; and to recognize
the sublime truth, announced in the Holy Scriptures and proven by all history, that those
nations only are blessed whose Cod is the Lord:
And, insomuch as we know that, by His divine law, nations like individuals are subjected
to punishments and chastisements in this world, may we not justly fear that the awful cala-
mity of civil war, which now desolates the land, may be but a punishment, inflicted upon
us, for our presumptuous sins, to the needful end of our national reformation as a whole
People? We have been the recipients of the choicest bounties of Heaven. We have been
preserved, these many years, in peace and prosperity. We have grown in numbers, wealth,
and power, as no other nation has ever grown. But we have forgotten Cod. We have forgot-
ten the gracious hand which preserved us in peace, and multiplied and enriched and
strengthened us; and we have vainly imagined, in the deceitfulness of our hearts, that all
these blessings were produced by some superior wisdom and virtue of our own. lntoxicated
with unbroken success, we have become too self-sufficient to feel the necessity of redeem-
ing and preserving grace, too proud to pray to the God that made us!
It behooves us then, to humble ourselves before the offended Power, to confess our
national sins, and to pray for clemency and forgiveness.
Now, therefore, in compliance with the request, and fully concuring in the views of the
Senate, I do, by this my proclamation, designate and set apart Thursday, the 30th day of
April, 1863, as a day of national humiliation, fasting, and prayer. And I do hereby request
all the People to abstain, on that day, from their ordinary secular pursuits, and to unite, at
their several places of public worship and their respective homes, in keeping the day holy
to the Lord, and devoted to the humble discharge of the religious duties proper to that solemn
occasion.
All this being done, in sincerity and truth, let us then rest humbly in the hope authorized
by the Divine teachings that the united cry of the Nation will be heard on high, and answered
with blessings, no Jess than the pardon of our national sins, and the restoration of our now
divided and suffering Country, to its former happy condition of unity and peace.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the United States
to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington, this thirtieth day of foIarch, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, and of the lndependence of the United States the
eighty-seventh.
Abraham Lincoln


A rejection of the biblical standards
results in disintegration, and this is
precisely what has happened in America.
In terms of social fragmentation, there is
a breakdown of long-established institu-
tions and relationships. Social units such
as the family are quite literally falling
apart. Aldous Huxley, in Brave Nerp
'Wurld, prdicts the issuance of temporary
marriage licenses, good for 12 months
and as many as you like at one time.
Toffler says all levels of human relations
are becoming increasingly temporary
and brief. The resulting emotional
trauma of those involved further
produces fragmentation at the
personality level. Consequently,
mental illness and deviant social
behavior (homosexuality, crime,
drugs, etc.) has reached an
all-time high.
In such areas as morals
and values there is widesr:read
confusion and chaos. Few people agree
on what is right or wrong in a given
situation, and to accommodate this sub.
jective value orientation, situational
ethics has emerged. After all, if there
is no absolute right or wrong behav-
ior, then any action can be justiftd
in the situation. However, this approach
leaves unanswered such difficult ques-
tions as how to avoid becoming com-
pletely self-centered in making moral
decisions. lt also results in gross con-
tradictioru within the individual's per-
sonal value judgments. Pmple tend to
deal with particular situations without
any reference to basic beliefs or guiding
principles. Evidence of this abounds at all
levels of society.
One of the most bizarre examples of
this can be seen in the abortion issue.
The vast majority of those who advocate
the practice of abortion would be ap-
palled at the mass slaughter of human
beings in any other situation. Indeed,
most of them seem to be appalled at the
mass slaughter of almost any creature.
(Note the outcry against the hunting of
the baby fur seals offthe northe'rn Cana.
dian coast.) Only by resorting to a situ&
Mllton K. Rcimer u
Frclesw of duutian a
Liburrl fup*t dlege,
Lynchbtrg, Virginia. He
lwlAs a Ph. D. fiwrl tlw
Unitersity o/ Nonh Dalaa.
tional ethic can abortion be approved
and any other killing condemned. By the
logical extension of the abortionist ethic,
it would make more sense to eliminate
the insane and mentally retarded at any
age than unborn babies. After all, many
of the aborted babies would have grown
up to be productive citizens, while the
retarded and iruane must be maintained
at tremendous cost to the family and
societv.
'Fkj princi.des that
fia\fe urliry ffidpurpos€: to lrastgpnhrutions hare been
abandoned.
Only the enduring, biblical principle
of the value of all human life makes the
protection of the unborn, the living,
the retarded, the young, and the old, an
eternal mandate.
Knowledge, too, is subjected to un-
precedented fragmentation. Some of this
can be attributed to its unmanageable
growth. There was a time when the
truly educated person was one who had
a broad comprehension of the liberal arts
and their applicability to life. Today such
broad comprehension is vimrally impossi-
ble. Not only is it impossible to keep up
with the latest findings in such general
categories as the natural sciences or the
social sciences, but few people have the
capacity to truly know about everything
going on in their own specialized ffelds.
But there is still another more subtle
cause for fragmentation in knowledge.
Subjectivism, suspicion of objective
truth, has permeared society and under-
mined its historic foundations. In the
historic position all tmth and knowledge
is part of a uniffed whole and ffts
together. Contemporary society,
however, can no longer appreciate the
historic position. Martin Buber states in
futweenManand Man, "This is no longer
merely a conflict between two genera-
tions, but between a world which for
several millennia has believed in a tnrth
superior to man, and an age which does
not believe in it any longer-will not or
cannot believe it any longer."
The result of subjectivism is to view
knowledge more and more in relation to
situations and less and less in terms of
principles. \?ith no principles to guide its
direction, the interpretation of knowledge
is left to the whim of the particular
moment.
For the Christian, all tnrth is God's
truth and therefore, when properly
understood, every part of it must dovetail
and fit together perfectly. However,
the modern theories of knowledge
have given impetus to the frag-
mentation that is occurring, and
this too adds to the breakup of
society.
Jacques Ellul found the same
tendency toward fragmenta-
tion occurring in the field of
jurisprudence. He wrote in
The Technological Society:
"'Whatever a legal technician believes is tnre
must be made into law. But his inferences
only concern details. His analytical spirit
leads him to perceive, understand, and af-
firm strictly lrcalizd truths , ,. . There must
be a law for each fact, whence the in-
definite proliferation oflegal apparatus." In
such an environment, legal judgment no
longer demands fficult decisions based on
enduring concepts or principles. The law
is detailed and particular, and the lawyer
is a.technician.
This approach to law explains, at least
in part, the erratic decisions of the
American Courts, from the lower levels
to the Supreme Court. In one case, life
is important, in another it is not. In one
case freedom of expression is jealously
guarded; in another it is subor&nated to
other particular concerns.
The same phenomenon is occurring
in education, especially at the elementary
and secondary level. Functioning less and
less as a professional-an artist-the
teacher is becoming a technician,
trained rather than educated to perform
efficiently, and predictably, and
measurably. The teaching act is reduced
to its smallest componentE, each demand-
ing a speciftc response. Like the lawyer-
technician, the teacher-technician in-
creasingly deals with particulars rather
than principles, with specialized pieces of
the whole rather than the total process.
continued on Page 55
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Scripture check
Six different full color
scenes in every order
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own scripfure:
Matthew 7:7
John 14:14
Psalms 24:1
John 13:34
Philippians 4:13
Philippians 4:19
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Response House will
print your personal
in format ion,  bank
n a m e  a n d  b a n k
codes.
We get all of the in-
formation from your
present check. The
only difference be-
tween your present
check and Scriphrre
Checks is that now
y o u  c a n  l e a v e  a
w i t n e s s  f o r  G o d
everyrtime you write
a check.
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Don't I haw to hry nry checks through my b.nt?
No, you may buy them from any check printer.
Will my bant let nx use Scripture checks?
Yes. We unconditionally guarantee Scripture Checks
to conform in every way to American Banking As-
sociation standards, and to be acceptable by your
bank.
What le an order o{Sclptrlre Ctrcckc?
Each order of Scripture Checks contains 8 pads of 25
check for a total order of 200 checks. Each pad has
deposit slips behind the checks. Every order comes
with an athactive vinyl camTing case and a check
register book. Every order has six scenes in every
pad, each scene with a different scripture.
Hou long nrill fttalc to g"t my Scripture Checlrr?
Allow a maximum of four week. We use the United
States Postal Service.
Guarantee
Response House unconditionally guarantees
Scriphrre Checks to meet all American Bank-
ing Association standards. We guarantee all
the personal information and bank coding to
be acceptable to your bank. We will refund all
money if Scriphrre Checks are not satisfac-
tory in every way, no questions asked.
NIe l 'L5E ?r l
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HOW TO ORDER SCRIPTURE CHECKS
1 . Take one of your present checks. Write VOID on
it. This gives Response House all of your bank
and persornl information. This infomation will
be printed exactly as it is on your present check.
2. ll you desire to change any of the personal in-
formation (address, phone, drivers license
number, etc.) simply check the number two (2)
box on the order form below.
[] 1. The information on my check is conect.
! 2. I wish to change the information on my check.
Attached is a sheet of paper with the new informa-
Don.
! 3. Attached is a blank. VOIDED check, a bank de-
posit slip, and $7.95. Texas residents add $.40
sales tax per order. (No C.O.D.)
3. We will number your checks. Tell us the
number you wish us to start with. If you give
us no number we wil l start with 101.
4. We need: (a) The voided check.
(b) A blankdepositslip.
(c) The completed order form.
(d)  97 .95  tncheckor  money or_
der. We cannot bill you later
or ship C.O.D.
Send All lnformation To:
RESPONSE HOUSE
P.O. Box 8931
Ft. Worth. Tx76112
FJS 84
Address
City
I
I
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The starting number for my checls is
1 2 3 4 5
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Greet This Joyous Season With Chor:al Music
That Emphasizes The True Message Of Christmas.
FOREVER
CHRISTMAS
by Don Wyrtzen and
Phil & Lynne Brower
FOREVER CHRISTMAS...a
new Christmas musical which
celebrates a heart's discovery
of the real treasure of Christ-
mas. Nestled in the enchant-
ment of yuletide tndition, its
story and music proudly por-
trays the tiny Bethlehem baby,
as the sole essence of Christ-
mas. For Jesus was, is, and will
be... "forever Christmas!"
Difficultv: Medium
Voicino:-SATB
Perforfuance Time: 45 minutes
4464 Choral Book
All rcg.u.lar conpanion prcducts
evatlaDle.
COME AND For
CELEBRAIE Youtn
by John Lee
In this youth Christmas mu-
sical, John Lee deals with
Christ's coming, with the cele-
bration because of it, and what
His coming actually meant. The
message that the prophets were
foretelling was that of "the day
of the Lord". . the day He
would come to teign. . . the day
of Celebration. This musical will
be similar in sb,le as to that
of WETCOME T0 THE WORLD,
CHRISTMAS 1982.
Dilf icultv: Moderatelv Easv
Voicino:-SAB
Perlormance Time: 30-35 minutes
4468 Choral Book
All rcgulat conpanion prcducts
available.
THAI NIGHT ff_,^*
BETHI."EHEM 1Yi-
Stamos Baxter. bv St?tttt'".
Garv Lanier Baxtv'
rH.dr NrcHt at nnrHlstlsill
is a musical about he coming
of Christ. The significance of
Bethlehem plays an important
role throughout the presenta-
tion by showinc historical back-
ground about he town prior to
the birth of Christ, along with
a present day comparison. It is
an effort to present the story
of the Savior's birth in such a
way that it will renew the joy of
our salvation or result in re-
ceiving salvation by under-
standing and believing what
happened on that night of
nights.
Dilf icultv: Moderatelv Easv
Voicino:-SATB
Perforftance Time: 35 minutes
5136 Choral Book
All rcgular companion p ducts
availablE.
CHRISTMAS ONG
by Joe E. Parks
"luhen you sing a song to cele-
brate the day
Christ uas born, and in a
manger lay;
When you sing about Hk lowly
bed of hav.
You'tl be'Jinging the
Christmas ong!"
That's the way Joe Parks be-
gins his new Christmas work
enti0ed CHRISTII4AS SONG. This
musical is written especially for
3 choirs; adult, youth, and chil-
dren. However, it may be sung
by just the adult choir in the
absence of the others. David
Clydesdale will be assisting Mr.
Parks by orchestrating this
wo* for him.
Difficultv: Easv
VoicinoaSATB
Perlorftance Time: 30-35 minutes
4443 Choral Book
All regulat companion prcducts
availaDte.
ANE* Mini ^^'
*ILENT NIGHT Mut'uo'
Mini Musical, by
Dick Torrans
That first night was electrifuing
. . . angels filled the skies with
singing, shepherds hurried to
the manger, then left rejoicing
at what they had seen and
head. But that night is remem-
bered as a silent night, a night
to be treasured for etemity. lt
was the night God became a
part of His own creation so that
He could make us a new crea-
tion. The ioy of that ftrst Christ-
mas echoes through the gate$
of heaven at the new birth of
every child of God, and a new
silent night will be remembered
t0rever.
Difficultv: Medium
Voicino:'SATB
Perlorftance Time: 15-20 minutes
ZJP9010 "Mini" Choral Book(package of 10)
Available At Your Local Christian Bookstore
2P stNqsPtRafloN Musrc
1Jtt-  oF THE ZoNDEFVAN coRPoFATroN
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IACKUA]I IMPT
Today, errcry member of Chrlstb body ls to
"endeavor to keep the unlty of the Sptrtt tn
the bond of Feace" (Ephestans 4:3).
328 FOWER. . .
HEART SEARGTIINO
FIOES.
THE TIME HAS
ARRIVED FOR ME
IO SPEAK OUT
AND STATE MY P'OSIIION.
I TIAYE FO]IOWED THE IEADING OF IIIE
The Body of Christ is under attack-locked in a
ftfe-and-death struggle.
This time the enemy is not atheism,
modemism, communism, or any other outside
force. Instead, the enemy is within, using
fundamental Christians-the very heart of the
Church ofour LordJesus Christ. This
destructive element is creating bitterness and
devisiveness among genuine brethren.
For years I tried to live peaceably with men,
even those whose hurtful pronouncements
were offensive to me. I remained silent in
order to condud citywide united crusades and
preach the uncompromising gospel to
multiplied millions in huge auditoriums across
the nation.
Hor,rreve4 alter conducting more mass
citywide crusades than any other
fundamentalist evangelist in history I finally
found it necessary to discontinue these united(?) endeavors.
HO]Y SPIR,IT.nv-r'-^'2,4u//4*t 
^4
Until no,\/ Ive never told my story
as to who and what made this decision
necessary
I had resolved never to answer my critics.
Now I cannot remain silent any longer I must
speak out and tell Gods people the truth.
For years I have kept er<haustive records and
files of letters, transcripts of tape-recorded
meetings, and nervs articles. Recently I did an
in-depth study of numerous Bible passages
using the cornmentaries of 65 mqjor
theologians. I literally spent hundreds of hours
in research, study and prayer.
This combination makes up the foundation
and strudure of the most a<plosive book lve
ever written, HEARI DISEASE IN CHRIST'S
BODY It will shock, sadden and move you to
action. Send for your copry of this important
book today.
Order today 6.95 each
HEARI] DISEASE. . .KILLER
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- HEART DISEASE IN
ouantiv 611p151'S BODY
$6.95 each
- 11:59 AND COUNTING
Quantity
$6.95 each
TOBL AMOUNT
FOR I{ilT DAY SHIP(3t31 435-332:2
PLEASE ADD TO lvIY:
D Mastercard DVisa
Acct. # (includ€ all numbers)
JESUS IS GOMING VERY SOON Expiratlon Date
TTIC HAI{DS OF TIIE "DOOMSDAY
CIOCK ARE MOVTNO''
THE COUNTDOWN HAS BEGUN
Thls serrcn-pafi 324 page book deals polntedly
wtth 26 mqlor prophecT subJects.
This book answers the questions your loved ones and neighbors
may have been asking. Now you can give them the Bible
answers. Herc are just a few of the topics you will find in this
important book.
. The Stgas of Chrtstb Retnrn . IIow does Scleace rclate to the Scr{ptures . The Three Stgnr
of lrrael . WII Rsssla Invade Israel? . The Comtng Ubrld Ruler . lllorld Vhr III aod Israelb
Flnal Holocaurt . The Dectlne and FalI of tlre Amerlcan Drcam . Whcre does Amerlca llt ln
Btble Prophecry? . Hor does the Neur 1lbrld Order Vbrk? . Irrael and the Cbnrch . The Mark
of the Beast aad lts slgns today . Whcn wlll comrnnnlsm be smarhed?
ORDER YOUR GOPIES IODAY
Jock Vqn Impe . P, O. Box J . Royol Ook. MI 48068
Box IZ7, Windsor, ON CANADA NgA 6YI
Signature as on account
SPEGIAT
BOIH BOOKS FOR
oilrY $o
Cffer Good Ttuough Augrrst 3l lQ34
- 2 BOOK SET
Quantity
Only $10
Totd
MAIL THIS COUPON
Jcck Vcrn Impe
P.O, Box J
Royol Ock M 48068
Box lZ7
Wtndrcr, ON CANADA
N9A 6Y-I
FOR l{ilT DAY SHIP
f3r3l 435.3312
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COIJIIIJIUNICATIOI
A Christial
Can you imagine trying to build a relationship with absolutely no communica-
tion? Impossible! Communication is the cornerstone of the foundation upon
which relationships are initiated and built. Because communication struc-
tures all aspects of our relationships, we should view it from a Christian
- perspective. To test your view of communication, answer true or false
to these statements.
1. Just as a child learns to speak gradually, so marls ability to com-
municate was acquired gradually.
2. I communicate primarily to influence others.
3. As long as the outcome of my communication is acceptable, I may use
any means of communication.
4. Mv communication efforts must satisfu only my own requirements and the
expectatrons ot socrety.
5. There is no absolute authority to guide my communication ef-
forts. -
6. The effects of mv communication last a lifetime.
lf you answered tru,e to any of these statements, your view of
communication has likely been tainted by a secular per-
spective.
Three commonly held secular viewpoints are the rhetorical,
the scientific, and the interpersonal. They are explained
more fully in Richard E Whitmarfs Speech C-nntmunication:
Prirwiplns and. Contcx*. These viewpoints are theoretically
valid and pedagogically sound. Much in each view is ac-
ceptable and beneficial to Christians, but a Christian
perspeaive augments these views, providing a taproot that
is philosophically consistent with divine revelation.
i \(/holesome and worthy relationships $em from a Chris-
tian concept of communication.
To the Christian, comunication is a gift from a loving
heavenly Father.Its primary purpose is communion with
Go4 and it employs methods and messages authoritatively
regulated by Scripture and the Spirit of God Most im-
portantly communication has etemal effects.
Secularists assert that marls ability to speak arose
gradually, moti'rated by some inner urge or need. Susanne
Langer, a respected linguist, wrote in "Speculatiors on the
Gig.t of Speech and lts Communicative Function" that
marfs first use of language began sponaneously for no
perceived purpose when he was a high primate
In contrast, the Christian view affirms the crea-
tion of man with a body fully capable of communica-
tion. \Vhen God breathed into man the breath of
life, man became a communicating living person.
t Adam comprehended and obeyed the verbal com-
mand of God to name the animals (Gen. 2:19-20).
N:
n Perspective
b1 Mert,in Ziegler
*
f.::}..,'
'When 
Eve was created, Adam likewise named her (Gen. 2:233:20)
and conversed with her concerning God's commandment and
Satan's enticement (Gen. 2:1&3:13) and Eve talked with Satan
(Gen. 3:2).
The gift of communication is a precious evidence of God's
love. After Adam and Eve rebelled, though banished from
the garden and sentenced to physical and spiritual death, they
retained their communicative ability-the incredible ability to
respond to the living Word and commune with the Father.
\ile should be thankful for this precious gift. With King David
the Christian can say, "My mouth shall speak the praise of the
[.ord: and let all flesh bless his holy name for ever and ever" (Ps. 145:21).
Why Do We Have This Gift to Communicate?
Communication may be used to praise God; it may also be r"rsed to
persuade men. Aristotle wrote that when an individual supports his ideas
with logical, emotional, and ethical proofs, he becomes more persuasive. Much
more recently, communication theorists have suggested that the principal func-
tion of communication is to enable one to conffol his environment, including
others. Communication scholars Miller and Steinburg argue
that "the basic function of all communication is to con-
trol the environment so as to realize certain physical,
economic or social rewards from it" (Between Peoble: A
Neu., Analys is of Interpersonal Communication).
Christians also recognize a persuasive purpose in
communication. The pattern for Christian communica-
tion is presented in the life of Jesus. His persuasiveness
is never quesrioned. Nicodemus, the woman at the well
and her accusers, Lazarus, and the thiefon the cross
are among the men and women through the cen-
turies who have bowed to His influence. Christians
are compared to salt and light, figures that aptly
describe the type of influence they maintain in
society.
However, a central facet of the Christiarls ex-
perience is fellowship with God. John, the apos-
tle who walked closest to Jesus, declared, "truly
our fellowship is with the Father, and with his
Son Jesus Christ" (I John 1:3). Paul asserted that
Christians are "called unto the fellowshio
Mervin Ziegler is
professor of speech
contrnunicatinns at Liberty
Boptist College,
Lynchburg, V ir ginia. He
lwlds a Ph.D. from tlle
University of Florida.
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of his SonJesus Christ" (1 Cor. l:9). Jesus
said, "Behold, I stand at the door, and
knock: if any man hear my voice, and
open the door, I will come in to him, and
will sup with him, and he with me" (Rev.
3:20). Because fellowship with God is cen-
tral to the Christian, he interacts with
God, not to control Him but to be con-
trolled by Him. Thus, a principle purpose
for communication is to enable one to
submit himself to God.
C-ommunication with Ctod is maintained
as men express themselves to God
through prayer and respond to Him by
obeying His commandments. Prayer is
the Christian's expression of dependence
on the mercy of the Father, the love of
the Sorl and the power of the Holy Spirit
for daily living. Christians who "pray
without ceasing" (1 Thess. 5:17) see
themselves as totally dependent upon
God in all aspects of life. Because interac-
tion not only entails expression, the
Christian responds to God through obe-
dience. Obedience to the revealed Vord
of God is essential for fellowship with
God. Jesus said: "He that hath my com-
mandments, and keepeth them, he it is
that loveth me: and he that loveth me
shall be loved of my Father, and I will
love him, and will manifest myself to
him" (John 14,21). A committed Chris-
tian communicator places himself in a
dependent and submissive position to his
Creator. From this position he com-
municates confidently and expectantly,
resting in the wisdom, love, and power
of his heavenlv Father.
What Communication Practices
Are Ethically Sound?
There are many secular views on the
ethics of communication, but two prevail.
By the first, communication practices are
evaluated according to the accepted
Gorrrrrrunication \fillains
by Tyler Flynn
I know thof you believe you under
stand what you t'hink I hove soid,
But /'m nof sure you reolize thot
what you heord ls not whot I
medn.
f I ur Swiss guide wos quite
I I o switch from our worm,
- romontic ltolion guides
ond our expressive Arob guides. To
sum it up, she seemed like o
motron right out of o Nozi concen-
trotion comp. She spoke with o
stern Germon occent concluded
every stotement with "you see
whot I meon?!" ond punctuoted it
oll with o thick, devious lough. In
spite of her best efforts to speok
correct English, she wos com-
municoting onother messoge
which undermined her good inten-
tions, And she lost her oudience,
Communicotion begins in in-
foncy, but effective communico-
tion is o lifelong discipline, Com-
municotion is os comolex os the
skies over Chicogos O'Hore Field
on o Fridoy evening, os tricky ond
r isky os being on o i r - t ro f f ic
controller.
Tyler Flynn is pastor
of Kensington Baptist
Church, Kensington,
Connectiant.
Communicotion storts with on
ideo in your mind, which you con-
vert into words ond clothe with
emotions, voice intonotions, ond
body longuoge ond then tronsmit
to onother person. The listener
receives your messoge ond trons-
lotes it into on ideo. Sounds eosv,
doesn't itl lt is except for o few
villoins woiting to ombush your ver-
bol stogecooch.
* One villoin is o motorized
mouth. Some people turn their
mouth on before their broin is in
geor, They ore compulsive tolkers
who rorely decide whot they
should soy before they stort tolk-
ing, Those oround them try in voin
to figure out whot's being soid.
. Another villoin is o lozv broin.
Some people think-but not hord
enough-ond choose words thot
misrepresent their ideos.
. A third vi l loin is o dip-
lomotic code longuoge. This sub-
tle method deliberotelv clooks
ideos in enigmotic phroses, tones,
ond gestures o the ideos ore not
reodi lv  understood.  L ike the
diplomot, the listener must decode
this messoge corefully to dis-
cover the hidden meoning,
. Another villoin is "whot lwont
vou to understond is not whot l'm
thinkingl' t's colled dishonesty.
'  Ano the r  v i l l o i n  on  the
receiver's side is woxy eors. This
person doesn't listen corefully ond
mokes uo words to fill in the blonks
left by his wondering mind.
. Another one is different
wovelengths. Words con meon dif-
ferent things to different people-
even to the best of friends.
. A deodly villoin is ossump-
tions, Mony of us hove olreody
drown conclusions obout other
people, ond we interpret
everything they soy in light of
those conclusions.
Communicotion is inevitoble.
Effective communicotion is hord
work. Without it friends become
enemies, morrioges foil, churches
split, ond notions go to wor.
God hos lobored to com-
municote with us, He directed the
outhoring of 66 books ond then
put them oll into flesh:
The Worciwos mode flesh,
ond dwelt omong us, ond
we beheld his glory, the
glory os of the only begot-
ten of the Fother. full of
groce ond truth (John 114),
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values of society. Thus, to protect a
vulnerable person, a "white lie" may be
acceptable. Also acceptable may be the
withholding of some damaging results of
medical experimentation so that a poten-
tially profitable and useful drug is ap-
proved for marketing.
In the second view, the standards of
the individual, rather than the values of
society, dictate communication ethics.
Because each communication situation
imposes unique demands on the commu-
nicator, only he can decide what is ethical
in that situation. He might use ex-
ploitative means of persuasion in order
to achieve a good end, for instance.
However, the Christian perspective
declares that communication methods
and messages are not governed by situa-
tional ethics-societal or individual-but
are authoritatively regulated by Scriprure
and the Spirit of God. Communication,
like all behavior, is governed by principles
presented in the Bible. These principles
clearly uphold three touchstones: truth,
love, and nurture. All communication
must be truthful. The Christian must
avoid withholding, fabricating, and,/or
falsifuing information (Eph. 4:25; James
5:12). He must be honest. He must also
be loving. An unloving attitude toward
God or others, displayed by impure and
off-color speech, abusive or indignant
language, or gossip, is prohibited (Matt.
5:22;  Eph.  5:3-4;  I  T im.  5:13;  2 Peter
2:10-II; Jude 9).
comrnunication is a
preciow euidence of
God's love,
Finally, all communication must nur-
ture others. The Christian should strive
to edifr others by encouraging, teaching,
admonishing, and even rebuking them in
love when necessary. Foolish talk and
careless speech must be avoided because
they do not contribute to the nurture of
others (Matt. 12:36-37; Eph. 4:29; 5:3-4;
Col. 4:6; 2 Tim. 3:16-17).
These scriptural admonitions remind
the Christian that he is responsible for
his speech. A Christian's language should
be clean and morally pure. Not easily
misled by pressing circumstances or
popular philosophies, he should test his
communication endeavors and ascertain
whether his messages are true, his at-
titudes are loving, and his goals are nur,
turing. The psalmist reminded us of our
responsibility: "Set a watch, O Lord,
before my mouth: keep the door of my
lips" (Ps. 141:3).
What Are the Effects
of Communication?
"Am I an effective communicator?"
Most people ask themselves this question
at one time or another. The answer to
this question usually focuses on the rypes
#/rnosswAYBoo*s
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of effects, because all communication is
in some way effective. The effects may be
immediate or delayed, visible or hidden,
superficial or profound, temporary or per-
manent, and they condition one's knowl-
edge level, attitudes, and behavior.
Realizing that man's life on earth is
but a prologue to eternal existence, the
Christian communicator accentuates the
eternal effects of communication. God has
graciously made man both influential and
responsive, and the application of these
communicative capacities is instrumental
in determining his eternal destiny. The
apostle Paul gives this reminder: "For
whosoever shall call upon the name of
the Lord shall be saved. How then shall
they call on him in whom they have not
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believed? And how shall they believe in
him of whom they have not heard? And
how shall they hear without a preacher?"
(Rom. 10:13-14). \Uhat the Christian
says, how he says it, when he says it, or
even if he says it, is not only witnessing
of his own relationship to God but has
the effect of either helping or hindering
another's relationship to God.
ln view of the eternal effects of com-
munication, the Christian communicator
must realize his accountability. His judge
is Jesus who said: "But I say unto you,
That every idle word that men shall
speak, they shall give account thereof in
the day of judgment. For by thy words
thou shalt be justified, and by thy words
thou shalt be condemned" Maft. 12:3637\.
Like the psalmist, we must realize the im-
portance of our speech: "Let the words
of my mouth and the meditation of my
heart, be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord,
my strength, and my redeemer" (Ps. 19:14).
Thank God for This Gift
Have you considered communication
from a Christian perspective? If so, thank
God for this wonderful gift. Use it to
commune with your heavenly Father,
and in submission to Him, communicate
confidently and expectantly with others.
Resolve to cultivate responsible com-
munication habits, and recognize that
you are accountable to God for all your
communication behavior. D
45
The Hecnrenly Bridegrroom
And Jesus aid unto them, Can the children of the bridechanrber
fast, while t|e bridegroom is with them? As long as they lw.,e the
bridegroom with them, tlle1 cannot fast. But the days will come,
when the bridegroom slwll be taken away from them, and then slrall
tlvy fast in those day Mark 2:19-20).
A lthough the Jewish world ofJesus'earthly ministry ex-
- 
I pected the coming of Messiah, who would be Prophet
l- L (cf. Deut. 18:15-19 with John 7:52; Heb. 1:1-2), Priest(cf. Ps. 110:4; Isa.57j3-53.12 with Heb. 7:26-8:2;9:11-15; 10:4-14),
and King (cf. 2 Sam. 7:16-19; Ps. 89:34 with Matt. 27:17,37;
Rev. 19:11-16), and although many metaphors from everyday liv-
ing were applied to the Messiah (e.g. stone/rock, Isa. 28:16; Ps.
ll8.72 d. 1 Peter 2:63; or shephend, cf Ezek. 34:22-24;7rch. l37
with John 10:11ff.; Heb. 13:20-21; I Peter 2:25), never had the
figure of the Bridegroom (Gk. numpsios) been applied to Him.
Although many critics have attempted to deny that such is the
case here or to deny the authenticity of Mark 2:19-20, the plain
sense of the passage demands otherwise. In answer to the ques-
tion as to why the disciples of other religious teachers fasted and
His did not, Christ plainly applies this figure (and perhaps a
popular proverb) to Himself. Fasting would be as inappropriate
for His disciples as for guests at a wedding, for the heavenly
Bridegroom was here. He also uses the occasion to predict His
coming passion: the Bridegroom will be "taken awayl'
Although Christ is thus applying a new frgure to Himsel(
the idea of God's people as the bride of a heavenly Husband
is not (cf. Isa. 61:1011). In earliest days, Israel had been God's
bride (Jer. 2:2-3), {or whom He tenderly had provided all things
(Ezek. 16:8-14). But alas, Israel had become a wayward wife (Jer.
7:4-33;Ezek. 16:15-52), whom God, of necessity, had punished
Qer.7:34-3:5;Ezek. 16t52-59; Hos. 1-3). Nevertheless, a repented
wife would yet be regathered in righteousness and enjoy the ac-
ceptance and protection of her divine husband (Isa. 544-17).
With the inauguration of the age of the New Covenant (cf.
Matt,26:28;7 Co:.3:6; Heb. 8-10), a new relationship was in
onder. Believers would now constitute ChrisCs bride (2 Cor. 11:1-2),
whom He would love sacrificially, so that she might be pure and
holy, radiant in all her God-given beauty (Eph. 5:25-27).
As Israel of old awaits her restoration by God, her heavenly
Husband (Ezek. 16:60-63), so the church looks forward to that
great \Tedding Supper of the Lamb with her divine Bridegroom
the Lord Jesus Christ (Rev. 19:7), when Christ shall fetch His
waiting bride.
Meanwhile, men need to be warned of the necessity of be-
ing ready for the Bridegroom's coming (Matt. 25:1-13). Here the
church can fulfill a double role: She must live not only as His
spotless bride (cf. 2 Peter 3:13ff.), but individual believers can
be used, as were Paul (2 Cor. 11:14) and John the Baptist (John
3:28-29), in the role of being friends of the Bridegroom who in-
vite others to be saved and become part of the bride.
( (T exhort therefore, that, first of
I all, supplications, prayers,
I intercessions, and giving of
thanks, be made for all merf'(1 Tim. 2:1).
"Praying always with all prayer and
supplication in the Spirit" (Eph. 6:18).
"Be carefi.rl for nothing; but in every
thing by prayer and supplication with
thanksgiving let your requests be made
known unto God" (Phil. 4:6).
No sinner is saved without prayer, and
no believer is sanctified (to grow in grace)
apart from prayer. The prayer may be like
Solomorls prayer (one of the longest in
the Bible, with 30 verses, see 1 Kings
823-53) or like Peter's prayer (one of the
shortest, with one verse containing three
words, see Matt. 14:30), but in any case
prayer must be exercised.
Prayer may be best defined as "hav-
ing fellowship with Godl'lt is more than
simply talking to God, but rather talking
srith God. A
implied.
According
two-way give-and-take is
to the model prayer of
Jesus, which was given to us at the request
of the disciples (see llke 11:l; Matt.
6:9-13), prayer includes the following 10
elements:
A personal relationship with
God: "Our Fatherl'The wor,C our signifies
the believer's brotherly relationship be-
tween himself and all other Christians.
Vhile the Bible nowhere presents the
universal fatherhood of God, it does
declare the universal brotherhood of
believers. The word Farher signifies the
relationship between God and the
believer.
Faith: "which art in heaven." Paul
declares that without this element our
prayers are useless (see Heb. 11:6).
Worship: "Hallowed be thy name."
David felt this part of prayer to be so im-
portant that he appointed a select group
of men who did nothing else in the tem-
ple but praise and worship God (see
1 Chron. 23:5; 25,1,7).1n the Book of
Revelation, John sees four special angels
who exist solely to worship God and who
"rest not day and night, saying, Holy,
holn holy, lord God Almighty, which
was, and is, and is to come" (Rev. d8). See
also Christ's statement to the Samaritan
woman (John 4:23-24).
Expectation: "Thy kingdom comel'
This kingdom is that blessed millennial
kingdom spoken of so much in the Old
by Harold L. 'Villmington
Gstament (see Isa. 2:24; 75t8;3511,8,10;
65:20,75) and later previewed by John in
the New Testament (Rev. 20:1-6).
Submission: "Thy will be done in
earth, as it is in heavenl'Jesus would later
give the finest a(ample of this element in
Gethsemane (Matt. 26:39).
Petition: "Give us this day our daily
breadl' This suggests that our praying
should be as our eating-daily.
Confession; 'And forgive us our
debts." The blood of Christ will forgive
us of every sin, but not one excuse. Only
confessed sin can be forgiven (see I John
1:9).
Compassion: "as we forgive our debt-
ors" (see Matt. 18:21,35 and I John 4:20).
Dependence: 'And lead us not into
temptation, but deliver us from evill'
\ilhile God has never promised to keep
us /rom temptation, He has promised to
preserve us in and through temptation
(1 Cor. 10:13).
Acknowledgment: "For thine is the
kingdom, and the power, and the glory,
for ever" (see David's great prayer in
I Chron. 29:10-19. where he actuallv an-
ticipates the final part of Jesus' model
prayer).
Adapred fmm Wilimington! Gui& rc tfu Bible @1981, Tyndale House.
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peaking of Dr. Francis
Schaeffer in the past
tense is dfficult. He
has been, and will remain, an
important part of my life.
Rarely do I deliver a speech or
write a column without
drawing on something he
taught me of the trr.th of
God's Word and how it is to
be applied in "a world that
knows Him not."
Francis Schaeffer was one of
God's great men. He was liv'
ing proof that God continues
to raise up men and women at
important points in history to
fight apostasy, liberalism in the
church, and highet criticism in
the seminaries, which weakens
the \ilord of God.
I met D. Schaeffer in 1971,
while I was a reporter for NBC
News in \fashington. A col-
league of mine, who was a
White House correspondent
for the Mutual Radio Network,
invited me to meet a philoso'
pher and theologian from
Switzerland. I was in the midst
of a spiritual stmggle at the
time, trying to decide whether
I could serve both God and
mammon simultaneously. I
agreed to meet this man.
After listening for three
hours to this funnyJooking lit-
tle fellow dressed in knickers,
with a slender goatee dangling
from the end of his chin, I
hadn't the foggiest notion of
what he was talking about, but
francra luguat &cltaefer IV
hdadcr br fruth
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I knew he had said something significant.
I borrowed one of his books, The Gd
VlnIsThere, from a friend. After reading
40 pages, I gave up, believing, "One must
have to have a degree in philosophy to
understand this."
Weeks later, while on a retreat, I saw
Dr. Schaeffer'sTrue Spiria.raliry on a book
table. I opened it, found it much easier
to understand, and plunged in. The book
transformed my thinking about God,
about the Word of God, and about the
world in which He had placed me.
Francis and Edith Schaeffer founded
L'Abri, which means "shelter," in
Switzerland in the 1950s to orovide a
center where "rurned off" young people
could come to have their intellectual and
spiritual questions answered from a
biblical point of view. Dr. Schaeffer
believed that every honest question
deserved an honest answer.
I remember one session in the early
1970s at the International Church just
down the mountain from where they
lived in Chessieres. Dr. Schaeffer was
holding one of his "discussions" with
students from all over the world. He was
sitting on the fireplace, as he often did,
talking about "presuppositions," "the up-
per and lower story," and using other
words that have become the Schaeffer
trademark.
After an hour or so of this, he inter-
jected, "but you must understand that I
am, basically, a simple countqr preacher."
The room dissolved in uproarious
,,I
hove had to
and asks you, 'what must I do to be
saved?' tell him! Don't speak of presup-
positions and upper and lower stories.
Tell him to believe on the Lord Jesus
Christ and be saved. The problem is,
most people today are not asking that
question, so we must, as the Lord Jesus
did, meet them first where they are before
we are able to present the gospel."
His books, his degrees, the films he
and his son, Franky, made are numerous.
But Dr. Schaeffer's major contribution to
the last years of the twentieth century was
that he glorified God by staying true to
His Word and by demonstrating to an
increasingly cynical and nihilistic world
that one does not have to hang one's
brain on a hook in order to come to
Christ.
Before cancer had completely
dominated Dr. Schaeffer, God gave him
enough strength to participate in a tour
of Christian colleges promoting his new
book and son Franky's new film, The
Great Euangelical Disaster. What a fitting
conclusion to a marvelous ministry; tak-
ing the "lukewarm church" to task, as
Jesus does in Revelation, for failing to
hold fast to the truth of Scripture, not
only in matters of faith and practice but
also in areas where it touches life and the
cosmos (such as in abortion, evolution,
voluntary prayer, and religious freedom).
The day before he died, I wrote
Dr. Schaeffer a letter, which he never had
a chance to read in the flesh. I said that
as I was thinking of and praying for him
a thought had come to mind. The Lord
Jesus had said we would perform greater
works than He did because He would be
in us and no longer crith us. ln a very real
sense, I said, you have placed the truth
of God in the minds and hearts of
millions of people around the world, and
your books and films, I believe, will re-
main an influence through the remainder
of the church age until Jesus comes again.
'What 
more could be said of a life than
this: that he glorified and magnified God,
won men and women to Christ, and was
faithful to the ffuth, the inerrancy, the
infallibility of the Word of God to the
end?
But after defending the Bible, what
then? Francis Schaeffer's ministry was
more than just proclaiming the truth of
God's Word. He also was a "doer."
In The Tapestry, Edith Schaeffer's
book about "the liG and times of Francis
and Edith Schaeffer," there is this: "If it
were up to the Devil . . . . he would sub-
tract every one of God's people from
history, and would divide all of God's
people from each other, setting them at
each other's throats, with hate erasing
love, and occupation with lesser battles
diverting their attention from the Major
Battle of God against Satan . . . . We are
to read, meditate upon, dwell in the
Bible as the true lford of God. \7e are
"Y,mwt do
more than opplud.
You mr$t oct!"
not meant simply to talk about how
much we believe it; we are to use it as
a 'sword' in our portion of the battle-
the portion in which we are involved."
As he so often said, "There is a flow
to history and culture. This flow is rooted
and has its wellspring in the thoughts of
people. People are unique in the inner life
of the mind-what they are in their
thought world determines how they act.
This is true of their value systems and it
is true of their creativiry. It is true of their
corporate actions such as political deci-
sions, and it is true of their personal lives.
The results of their thought world flow
through their fingers or from their
tongues into the external world."
In recent years, Dr. Schaeffer spoke
out more and more against the ten-
dencv of the church to make accom-
modations with the prevailing spirit of
the age. He stressed that the threat to the
church was more from within, as the
church accommodated the antibiblical
view in an attempt to earn "respect." But
in accommodating, he noted, it lost both
the respect of the world and the power
of God, and much of it has now become
a "whitewashed tomb," having a form of
godliness, while denying its power.
Those who have never read a book
by Francis or Edith Schaeffer have
missed an opportunity to powerfully con-
front the world with its own illogical
thought paftems and to anack the flawed
presuppositions of the spirit of the age.
Francis Schaeffer has left more than
a legacy. He has trained an army of
develop my philosophy
to speak to o world
that no longer believes
that truth exists."
laughter as if he had meant it as a joke.
Vhen the laughter subsided he said, "I
am very serious. I really am a country
preacher. But I have had to develop my
philosophy to speak to a world that no
longer believes that truth exists. If some-
one walks into your dormitory tonight
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believers and equipped them for battle.
Our weaporu are more powerful than the
most sophisticated arsenal of the other
worldview. Now all that remains is for
the army to begin marchingl The other
view has not prevailed because it is a
superior view. The other view has pre.
vailed because our side has refused to join
the battle. In short, we have lost by
default. \7e have many yellow-bellies and
few purple hearts.
No better honor or tribute could be
paid to Francis Schaeffer than for those
of us who sat under his teaching to take
that teaching seriously.
I remember his first appearance at
Liberty Baptist College and Thomas
Road Baptist Church in Lynchburg,
Virginia. Following the Sunday morning
service, he was given a standing ovation.
He quieted the crowd and then said,
"That is very nice, but you must do more
than applaud. lf all you do is applaud
then what I have shared with you today
has meant nothing. You must actl"
Francis Schaeffer would have agreed
with Thomas Carlyle, who said, "Con-
viction is worthless unless it is converted
into conduct."
"Dror Fother God,
I have finished my
work. Pleae toke me
home. I am tired."
On May 18, 1935, Francis Schaeffer
wrote a letter to Edith. They were in love
and planning to marry. He was a student
at Hampden-Sydney College in Virginia.
In his "dearest wonderful sweetheart" let-
ter, which Fdith reprinted nTlvTapstry,
Schaeffer said, "How I hope we may have
many years of sen ice together, and finally
entrance together into eternity. Perhaps
Christ will return in our lifetime, and
then it will be for sure together-and I
hope He does!"
He did not, of course, but Francis and
Edith will spend eternity together, with
only a very short period of interruption.
His son, Franky, shared with me his
father's final verbal prayer, prayed the
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day before his death: "Dear Father God,
I have finished my work. Please take me
home. I am tired."
As on so many other occasions in his
life. God answered Francis Schaeffer's
prayer and took him home to be with the
Lord Jesus Christ, whom he served
faithfully for so many years.
There can be no doubt that the Lord
Jesus personally greeted him with the
words all Christians long to hear: "\(ell
done, good and faithful servant."
'What 
a joy it will be to see this great
man of God at the marriage supper of the
Lamb. I am thinking of the Lamb now,
because of the way Dr. Schaeffer always
signed his letters to me, "In the Lamb."
He, now, is u,,ith the Lamb, the Lamb
of God.
I loved him like my own father and
in many ways he was my spiritual father.
I will miss him, but I rejoice that I will
see him again in heaven. Meanwhile, the
work, his work, God's work, goes on and
the best way for us to honor the memory
ofFrancis Schaeffer, and to honor God,
is to follow his example by standing for
truth and righteousness in a fallen world.
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THUNDTP INTHT PULPIT
hen the Scrip
tures are being
destroyed by
thmlogical infiltration and
compromise, will we have the
courage as Bible-believing
Christians to mark the water-
shed? Will we have the courage
to draw a line, and to do it
publicly, between those who
take a full view of Scripture
and those who have been infil-
trated theologically and
culturally? If we do not
The Practlce of Truth
Frrndamentalism As It Shoutd Be
bl Francis A. Sclueffer
rn
)criptu re cornmrtnds that we rnust
do more than iust tnlk about he
Dunty of the uisible church; we
mrrst actwlly pmctice it, even
when it is costly.
simultaneously. To do so we
must look moment by
moment to the work of Christ
and of the Holy Spirit.
Without that, a sftess on
purity becomes hard, proud,
and legalistic; likewise, without
it a stress on love becomes
sheer compromise. Spirituality
begins to have real meaning in
our lives as we begin to e><hibit
simultaneously the holiness of
God and the love of God. We
have the courage, we will cut the ground out from under the
feet of our children, and we will destroy any hope of being the
redeeming salt and light of our dying culture.
Love and Holiness
'liuth 
carries with it confrontation-loving conft,ontation, but
confr,ontation nonetheless. And if our reflex action is always
accommodation regandless of the centraliry of the tnrth involved,
then something is profoundly wrong. If we use the word love
as our excuse for avoiding confrontation when it is necessary,
then we have denied the holiness of God and failed to be faithful
to Him and His true character.
It is hard to imagine how far things have gone in just a few
years. Something is profoundly mong when a Bible teacher at
a prominent Evangelical college teaches that one of the Gospel
writers made up some of the stories about the birth of Jesus,
and that some of the things which Jesus said as recorded in the
Gospels really were not said by Jesus at all, but were made up
by other people later. Something is profoundly wrong when
many Evangelical college and seminary professors now use higher-
critical methods to study the Scripture, when it was these same
methods which began 80 to 100 years ago to destroy the
Scriptures for the liberal church in the United States.
How must we respond to this-when it is really the gospel
itself that is at stake? And more than this, when the future of
our culture and the lives of millions are being destroyed?
To be really Bible-believing Christians we need to practice,
simuhaneously, at each step of the way, two biblical principles.
One principle is that of the purity of the visible church. Scriprure
commands that we must do more than just talk about the purity
of the visible church; we must actually practice it, even when
it is costly.
The second principle is that of an observable love among
all tme Christians. In the flesh we can stress purity without love,
or we can stress love without purity; we cannot stress both
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never do this perfectly, but we
must look to the living Christ to help us do it truly. Without
this simultaneous exhibition our marvelous God and lord is
not set forth.
What Was at Stake?
If we really want to know how these principles apply in the
present religious situation, we need to understand what happened
in the early decades of this century. This was the time when
the denominations in the United States were in the midst of
the Modernist,/Fundamentalist conflict. But I hesitate to even
use this term because most people have a very mistaken
understanding of this, especially with the total and deliberate
distortion of the word Fundanentnlist.
At the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth
cennlry, the ideas of liberal German theology came sweeping
into this country. These ideas grew out of the German and
Western European philosophy current at the time, which
basically was an aftempt to synthesize the idea of the
Enlightenment with theology and thereby to arrive at a
"moderrf' approach to religion in contrast to the "unscientific
superstitions" of the past. But there is a problem here: the
primary themes of the Enlightenment are the complete antithesis
to Christian truth. The Enlightenment was founded on the
opposition to the supernatural and upon belief in the all-
sufficiency of human reason. It held to the fundamental goodness
of human nature and believed in the perfectibility of human
society.
ln the United States most of the large Protestant
denominations were being knocked down like a row of tenpins,
one after the other, being taken over by liberal theology. What
was really at stake? It was the gospel itself. We are not talking
about minor variations in the interpretation of secondary
doctrines. We are not talking about denominational differences.
The things being denied by the Liberals were at the heart of
the Christian faith-the authoritv of the Bible. the deitv of
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Christ, the meaning of salvation. Harry
Emerson Fosdick, pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church of New York and
one of the most influential spokesmen of
Modernism, was a clear example. ln his
famous serrnon, "Shall the Fundamental-
ists Win?" given in 1922, he explained
what the Liberal means by the return of
Christ. The Liberals, Fodick preached,
say "Christ is comingl'They say it
with all their hearts; but they are
not thinking of an external arrival
on the clouds.
. . . When they say that Christ
is coming, they mean that, slowly
it may be, but surely His will and
principles will be worked out. . . in
human institutions.
Here we have what is at stake-the
denial of the work of Christ and the
actual return of Christ; the "new
revelatiorf' of modern thought replacing
the Bible; salvation as the modern
progr€ss of human institutions. This is
heretical denial of the gospel, and is
directly related to the Enlightenment view
of the perfectibility of Man.
Defending the Faith
ln response to the wave of Liberalism
sweeping the denominations, Bible-
believing Christians tried to mount a
spiritual defense of Christian truth. The
Wunout theHoly
Spirit d stress on
purity becomes hard,
proud, ond legolistic;
likewise, d stress on
love become.s sheer
comprornise.
defense was led by some of the greatest
minds and scholars of the day-Benjamin
B. \Uarfield, James Orr, W.H. Griffith
Thomas, and G. Campbell Morgan. A
key strategy in the defense was the
publication of nvelve paperback volumes
from 1910 through 1915 called The
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Furdanmuk and the later reissue of these
in an edited four-volume set at the end
of the decade. As one Christian historian
pointed out recently, this was published
as "a great'Testimony to the Truth' and
[was] even something of a scholarly tour
de force. . . [which] assembled a rather
formidable array of conservative
American and British scholars."
At the heart of the defense was the
affirmation of the "essential fundamen-
tals of the faith" by a broad base of
Christian laymen and the defense of
these by leading Christian scholars. The
fundamentals themselves are usually
identified in terms of five essential truths:
1) the inspiration and inerrancy of the
Bible; 2) the deity of Christ and His
Virgin Birth; 3) the substitutionary
Atonement of Christ's deathl 4) the
literal Resurrection of Christ from the
dead; and 5) the literal return of Christ.
Tivo Groups
The specific doctrines which were
defended as The Fundarnenals are what
have always been affirmed through the
ages. And those defending them were
Christian scholars of the highest order.
But then in the 1930s something began
to change. Prior to the 1930s Bible-
believing Christians had stood together
as Liberalism came in to steal the
churches. Then at different speeds the
liberals achieved their theft of the various
denominations by gaining control of the
power centers of the seminaries and the
bureaucracies. At this point onward,
Bible-believing Christians, instead of
standing tqlether, divided into two
groups: those who held to the principle
of the purity of the visible church, and
those who accepted and acted upon the
concept of a pluralistic church. There was
a line just like that. lt is a line that began
back there in the 1930s, that has contin-
ued, and that marks the religious life of
the United States excruciatingly to this
day. On one hand there are those who
hold to the principle of the purity of the
visible church, and on the other hand
those who accept the concept of the
pluralistic church.
Looking first at those who affirmed
the purity of the visible church and left
the liberal denominations, we must admit
there was often a hardness, a lack oflove.
It didnt have to be that way, but it was
a mistake that marked the "separatist
movementt' for vears to come. What
happened in the Presbyterian Church in
the United States (the Northern branch
of the Presbyterian Church) was typical
of what happened in most of the
denominations. There were many who
said before the division that they would
not allow a liberal takeover. But when the
time came, many of these remained in the
Jrr^ cunnot be said to
be Sauiorn unless we
also soy He is Lord,
denomination. Those who came out felt
deserted and betrayed. Some of those
who stayed in the Northern Presbyterian
Church urged that the Constitutional
Convention Union-the vehicle for all of
their working together previously-should
not be dissolved, so as to enable those
who stayed in and those who came out
to continue to work together. But in
exasperation and perhaps some anger,
those who left dissolved it at once.
The periodicals of those who left
tended to devote more space to attacking
people who differed with them on the
issues of leaving than to dealing with the
Liberals. Things were said that are fficult
to forget even now Those who came out
refused at times to pray with those who
had not come out. Many who left broke
off all forms of fellowship with true
brothers in Christ who had not left.
Christ's command to love one another
was destroyed. What was left was
fuquently a turning inward, a self-
righteousness, a hardness. The impression
often was left that coming out has made
those who departed so right that anything
could be excused. Having learned such
bad habits, they later treated each other
badly when the resulting new groups had
minor differences among themselves.
The Christianis Calling
ln the midst of anger, frustration, and
even self-righteousness, those who came
out forgot what our calling as Christians
always must be. Our calling is to exhibit
the existence of God and to exhibit his
continued on page 65
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Btll and Glorta Gatther
Makfng Melody ln Our4^',-,5,_m,
he crew had been working hard
since noon, setting up the
monstrous sound equipment,
aligning awkward stage lights, and rolling
out what seemed to be miles and miles
of electrical cord. Now, two hours before
concert time, the musicians and singers
are rehearsing bits of this song and that
to tet the sound levels. Tr"o men are busily
inserting gels over the 74 lights on the
front stage truss, and Roger Byrd, the
band's seasoned drummer, is playing. He
is monitored by Floyd Paulsen, sound
engineer, who calls instructions to the
musicians on the stage and constantly ad-
justs the many controls on the mammoth
soundboard.
lnto this confused scene calmly walk
Bill and Gloria Gaither. This is the first
night of a three-week tour. Opening night
jitters seem to be a thing of the past for
these two. They are relaxed and casual
amid the chaos, and Gloria takes time to
stoop and talk to a little girl who is
waiting for her. Despite their recognized
success and extraordinary achievements,
Bill and Gloria Gaither seem to be or-
dinary people. \Uhat is the element that
has made them so successful and their
work so distinctive?
There is nothing unusual about their
backgrounds; Bill Gaither's history is
typically mid-America. Born and raised
on a farm in Alexandria, Indiana, where
he still resides, his first job was milking
his father's three cows. His first major in-
vestment was a bicycle, purchased with
the milk money. His just-plain-folk up-
bringing undoubtedly contributes to his
musical style which seems to transcend all
the walls of class, position, and
regionalism.
Angela Elwell Hunt
is a free-lmce urriter in
Whbutg, Vhginia.
A minister's dauglrter, Gloria was raised
in Battle Creek, Michigan. "One of the
great opportunities of my life was to grow
up in a Christian homej' recalls Gloria.
It was "a minister's home, a creative home,
a literary home that I feel gave me a
tremendous head start in life."
Due to health problems, her father
retired early and her parents moved from
Bamle Creek to live "just over the creek"
from Bill and Gloria. Their families, in-
cluding aunts, uncles, cousins, and grand-
parents, all live in close proximity and
close communion. The extended familv
Boa, in'48 or'4g,
there was only a Frnno
ond orgon Now we
hove o whole orchestm
in wr milsic,
is important to the Gaithers, and Gloria
explains: "'We really do need each other.
I can't raise my kids alone. I need other
people, other couples to reinforce what I
say. \fhen my kids go through those
stages when they're not talking to me, I
want other couples around who will say
what I would have said to the kids had
they talked to me. I think we [families]
have just stripped ourselves of all kinds
of emotional support in the past several
decades, and I think people are begin-
ning to realize that."
Bill and Gloria had no idea such a
clan would develop when they first met.
Gloria was a junior in college and Bill was
a high school English teacher. After they
married, Gloria taught high school for
one year, but resigned to have their first
daughter, Suzanne. During this time they
began to write their music, and the local
high school lost two good English
teachers. "We loved teachingl' Gloria
mentions. "Neither of us left it because
we didn't like it. We left it because it got
crowded out of our lives. We just widened
our classroom, and we're still very much
interested in young people and in mak-
ing a place for young people, teaching
young people \0e changed our tcpic a litde
bit, but [teaching] still is a tremendous op
portunity for usl'
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When they began to write music 20
years ago, Bill and Gloria did not plan
to travel and sing. (It is still not a major
priority; they plan only two three-week
tours each year.) "'We began making
recordsj' remarks Gloria, "not consider-
ing ourselves singers at all, but as sort of
demo records so that good singers could
pick up our songsl'
Picked up they were. Everyone sings
Gaither songs-how many times have we
heard "God Gave a Song]'"Something
Beautifuli' "Get All Excitedi' "He Touched
Me," "The King Is Coming," "Because He
Livesl' or "fet's Just Praise the l-ord"?
The Gaithers' style, their melodies,
and their message pervaded contem-
porary Christendom. Their music seems
to verbalize the deep, often unspeakable,
things people feel in their hearts. Bill's
motivation is "to keep finding new ways
to present the gospel to a new generation.
The message remains the same, but the
wrapper that the message has come in has
changed from the very beginning. I
remember the day when I first became in-
terested in Christian music, back in '48
or '49, when there was only a piano and
organ. Now we have a whole orchestra in
our music That's great-we need the very
best tools and techniques possible to tell
the world that Jesus is Lord and makes
sense in a world that doesn't make sensel'
"On Sunday morning we would hear
great anthems and songs talking about
our great God-and I believe He is a
great God-but I think our challenge
always has been'How can that great God
make sense on Monday and Tiresday and
'\Tednesday 
in my work?"'
W need the very
best tools possible to
tell the world that
Jesus is Lord.
The verse of one of Gaithers' newest
songs contains a phrase in which the
singer asks the l-ord to 'bpen my eyes to
miraculous Mondaysl'It is a song for the
weekday Christian, one that is easily
learned and easy to sing, but contains
enorrnous theological tnrths:
Fully alive in your Spirit,
Lord make me fullv alive-
Fully aware of your presence, Lord
Totally, fully alive.
Bill considers "the challenge of pudng
heavy thmlogical tmths in a simple music
form where the biggest number of peo-
ple can understand it and experience
what we're saying" to be his greatest op-
portunity. From the truth of 'As he
thinketh in his heart, so is hd'@rov. 23:7),
the Gaithers created the song with which
they presently open their concerts: "I'm
gonna think on the good things-what
I think is what I'm gonna bel'The song
is bright, catchy, and oh so positive.
Their songs not only capture simple
truths, but difficult doctrines. The con-
cept of departed glory is o<plored and ex-
plained in their new Christmas musical,
"He Started the \ilhole \7orld Singingl'
The Gaithers plan to take 3@-500 voices
to Israel in January 1985 to perform the
musical in Jerusalem and Gl Aviv.
As a writer, Gloria does not hesitate
to approach a tough topic. When she is
told, "You'll never get people to under-
stand thatl'she replies, "l believe in peo-
ple. I believe in their intelligence, I believe
people think, and just because they're not
musicians, which I myself am not, does
not mean that they dorlt have tremen.
dous insights."
"From the very beginning, Bill and I
have been driven by two things-needs
that we feel in other people's lives and by
the things we ourselves are learning in our
personal pilgrimage. I'm sure we've writ-
ten on topics that are as old as can be.
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but to us they're new. I think the unique-
ness of our songs or our ministry, as with
anyone's ministry, is the vehicle of you-
that makes it come out unique."
Being successful songwriters and
gospel singers is career and challenge
enough, but their musical work is not the
first priority of the Gaithers. Their family,
consisting of daughters Suzanne and
Amy and son, Benji, is the focus of their
lives. Bill and Gloria are now the parents
ofthree teenagers, but Bill says that hav-
ing three teens is no problem. "So far,
they've been really a delight. Suzanne
loves the lord and is serving the [ord.
Amy's coming along the same way, and
Benji. Maybe I'm bragging too early, but
they've not rebelled, they're beautifull'
Gloria believes that being a mother is
the number one great opportunity.
"There is nothing that has taken more
thinking, more education, more planning,
more logistics, more anything-than be-
ing a parent. lt's something where you see
the results more immediately than in any
of our other ways to touch people's lives.
Gloria claims Isaiah 54:13 for her
children: 'And all thy children shall be
taught ofthe [ord; and great shall be the
peace of thy childrenl'
"That's encouraging to me because it
doesrft have a time limit on it. We wrote
a musical called'Kids Under Construction
and we talked to so many parents who
said,'My kids didnt turn out rightl Bill
always says, 'Are they dead?' because we
are all still turning out."
Tirrning out happy and healthy Chris-
tian children involves hard work and hand
play. Gloria's latest book, co-authored
with Shirley Dobson, is concerned with
the importance of establishing meaningful
traditions within families. Titled Letl
Make a Memory,the book suggests ac-
tivities that the Gaithers and the Dob-
sons actually do. "I think a lot of Chris-
tian parents would like to start making
great memories, but we're embarrassed.
'We're 
not creative. We're rushed. Our
schedules are hectic-what can we do?
Shirley and I felt that a lot of kids just
don't know what to do and can't think
of crazy, silly, simple things. So we
thought that if they had a resource-those
suggestions arerlt difficult things, it's just
to encourage people to do something that
i5 special to their kids in the hope that
they will create some memoriesl'
Bill and Gloria have 30 albums, five
books and over 350 published songs. How
would they like to be rememberedl 'As
people who cared deeply about people's
hurts and were not only able to weep
with those who weep but able to rejoice
with those who rejoicel' says Gloria. Bill
pauses a moment before answering. "I
would hope that out of the 350 sonp
we've written, a few of them would be
able to stick to the wall and be sung by
people after we're gone."
Echoing his thoughts, a song sung by
the New Gaither Vocal Band reminds us,
"You might forget the singer, but you
worft forget the songl'Jesus Christ is the
Song that started the Gaithers singing
and He is the message central to any
Gaither song. Bill and Gloria Gaither
have allowed themselves to be a
mouthpiece and a designing influence to
create melodies through which we can
carry the song with us on miraculous
Mondays and tremendous Tiresdays,
wonderful \Tednesdays, thanksgiving-
fi l led Thursdays... D
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Breaking into Pieces
continuad from page 36
In a critique of current educational
direction, Val D. Rust of UCLA notes
the tendency to technicize education. Ac-
cording to Rust, "technologicd thinking"
has permeated education. The industrial
model, calling for highly specialized, nar-
rowly trained individuals to perform
minute functions, is applied to teaching.
No one teacher has a broad, comprehen-
sive view of the total process. In The
Futnd,ations of Competarcl Based. Hurn-
tion he states: "The teacher specialist is
a systems analyst with all the skills that
go with it, and the mark of professional
tme picture of the character and quality
of God. Only as we see all Christians
together, as a unified, whole body, can
we get a tnre impression of the awesome
variety and depth and breadth of the
character of God. Thus fragmentation
among believers results in a lopsided view
of Godts character.
There is, therefore, a desperate need
for a return to "wholenesstt by our
society in general and our Christian com-
munity in particular. Contemporary
society is being systematically fraction-
alized; and no externally imposed ar-
tificial unity can provide the cohesion
necessary to rally its ailing members.
In spite of the growing trend toward
fragmentation in society, there is also a
counter-awareness of the need for a
holistic view of things. Several of the
authors quoted above illustrate this
awareness. Emerging spokesmen in the
social sciences and philosophy are in-
creasingly critical of the mechanistic,
statistical approach to deftning the
human being. And there is a growing
awareness that our society is incapable of
enduring for long if the disintegration
trends continue.
Culture and social philosophy have
come the full circle. According to Sarte,
a finite point can have no meaning
without an infinite reference point;
fragments and particulars collapse in a
heap of dust unless principles form a
frame-a skeleton-that will hold the par-
ticulars together in a meaningful whole.
For the Christian this presents both
an opportunity and a challenge. An op-
portunity, because secular society is searclv
ing for a unifuing force; and the answer
is inherent in our Christian faith and ex-
plicit in the Bible. A challenge, because
the secular mind is incapable of
understanding the full impact of the
truth. The Christian community must,
by example and by aggressive teaching,
present the principles of Scripture as the
only truly unifuing stmcture for
society.
our
D
In sphe oi't{re srowinrr trel?d tou/ard
fragrirentation i -socleti there is also a
counter-awaneness of the nbed fcr a lmlistk
view of'tlaings.
competence is the ability to spell out in
technically appropriate language the ob-
jectives, the evaluation procedures, the
grouping criteria, the components of in-
struction. If these are mastered the per-
son is judged a competent specialist to be
plugged into the assembly line called
school."
The Christian teacher is not a techni-
cian. He is a communicator of God's
truth to a group of fellow human beings.
He must be concerned with the total
needs of his students, and must be sen-
sitive to the Holy Spirit's directing his
professional performance. Techniques are
important only insofar as they enhance
the total educational experience and
foster the healing process of a fragmented
society.
One other area of fragmentation is of
special concern to the Christian-
fragmentation in the body of Christ. This
is, of course, not a new problem; it has
existed from the beginning of the church.
Paul addresses it in Ephesians 4 and calls
for a unity of Spirit (v. 3) and of the faith
and knowledge (v. 13) among the be-
lievers. The gifts of the Holy Spirit pro-
vide for diversity, but diversity must not
be allowed to lapse into fragmentation.
Indeed, the implication here is that
one Christian by himself cannot give a
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Nuclear Holocaust
& Ghristlan Hope
by Ronald Sider and Richard Taylor
InterVarsity Press
1983, 372pp., $6.95
Reviewed by Douglas Wibon, Fastor
Community Evangelical fullowship
Moscow, ldaho
Apparently nuclear fantods are here
to s@pschool children expressing their
bpontaneous' concem, the American
Catholic bishops offering their moral in-
sights, and the media reporling on these
and simiku ctenelopments Unbrtunately,
this book by Siider and Taylor does not
provide us with any altemative to the
cunent jitters.
The book is written for an
Evangelical audience and published by
a urell-known Evangelical institution.
Sider is familiar to Emngelicals through
an earfier fuK Rich Christians in an
foe of Hunger.
The essence of Ewngelical belief in-
volves a consennative theology. As
Russell Kirk points out, conservatism in
theology has generally been related to
a political consenratism. Within the
Ewngdkd camg horrcrcr, that political
consenratism is now under attacK and
the attack is not being conducted by
theological liberals.
The book argues for nuclear
pacifism in Elangelical terminology and
seeks to make that pacifisrn a doctrinal
necessity for Ewngelicals
One of their stongest premises
coricems whether the cunent policy of
Mutual Assured Desfuction can bejustified from a just urar standpoint.
However, they confuse nuclear
n€apons with a shategy for the use of
nrcler lr/eapons and proceed una ,are
of dternative morally debnsibb nuclear
strategies fur otamdq what are the
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moral implications of an ABM system?
Suppose the proposed high-tech
defense qTstem were in place For a
pacifist, what are the moral ramifications
of shooting down an unmanned ballistic
missile? ls blowing up an inanimate ob-
ject murder?
Another premise deals with Chrisfs
command to love our enemies. The
authors argue: "When one engages in
lethalviolencg one cannot lovingly ap-
peal to the other person as a free moral
agent responsible to God to choose to
repent and changd (p.111).
lf Slider and T4/or are right and here
is such an inconsistency, Elangelicals
are left with tuio options They must
either become a pacifist or reject
Christs command as idealistic, and live
"disobedienUy.' For most Ewngdcdg
both options vrrculd produce a sense of
moral disquiet.
While the authors admit that the
Soviet regime is bppress*rd staternenb
abound that indicate thorough naivete
hr examde, if the United States aban-
dons its nudear arsenal, hour could we
deal with the possible $oviet invasion?
The ansrrtor is nonviolent resistance.
"Loudspeakers uould exdain that the
boops are welcome as tourists but will
be oppqsed as inwders'(p275). How
uould this resisbnce manifest itself?
Siigng buttrcns, and speeches vrould be
coupled with massive noncooperation.
Sider and Tqylor admit that 'it is possi-
ble that huncheds of thousands, perhaps
even milliong might did (p.281).
Even this concession, an apparent
sop to reality, is a tragic understatement.
lf any sort of massive resistrance oc-
curred (nonviolent or otherwise) the
death of millbns is not a possibilityr-it
is a certainty.
Anticipating the charge of naivete,
the book cites various nonviolent
resistance movements that have
\orked in wrying @grees Mentioned
are the Norwegian resistance against
the Nazig ElSalvador in the 1940s, the
German resistance against France and
Belgium in the 192Os, Martin hther
King, Jr., and of course, Ghandi.
Another point overlooked in the
historical discussion is the reason for the
nonMolent resisbnce ln some instances
the resisters had no ideologicalcommit-
ment to pacifism whatsoever, and their
resistance occuned within the larger
context of war. Sider and Taylor admit
that in such sifuations those who fought
brought about the peace, but they main-
tain that these examples of nonviolent
resistrance serve to show what sort of
things can be accomplished. lVhat they
do not examine is the effect of libera-
tion armies on the morale of resistance
movements.
Although this book is written by
Ewngelicdg it is lilled with humanistic
assumptkms about deah. The thristian
Hopd mentioned in the title is not the
Hblicd hope of etenrd Ffe but rather tre
hope that if enough peode get in-
volved, a nucleaf holocaust might be
arerted. And the backdrop of that kind
of hope is despair.
Since they write for an Errangelical
audience, the authors rrtould do wellto
ercamine their assumptions ln the light of
Scripture Until that time, they will con-
tinue to be motilated by the pre.wiling
winds of doctine
1
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The Religion of Power
by Cheryl turbes
Zondervan, 1983, 164pp., $9.95
The Power Delusion
by Anthony Campolq Jr.
Victor Books, 1983, 165pp., $4.95
Reviewed by David R. Miller
Associate Professor of Psychology
Liberty Baptist College
Lynchburg, Virginia
The power drive is universal in in-
dustrialized societies. Power as a goal
and power as exercised reality have in-
filtrated allaspects of modern society
including the body of Christ. Cheryl
Forbes, formerly an editor tor Chris-
tianity Today magazing and Anthony
Campdg Jr., professor of sociology at
Eastern College in funnsylvania, have
each written books exploring this sub-
ject, and they have done so with much
passion and concern-though poles
apart in emphasis.
Forbes sees the power motive as
widespread in the Christian church and
is greatly concerned. She questions
the motives of church leaders, televi-
sion preachers and evangelists, and
presumably the leadership among
Catholic and Jewish groups as well.
One of the major problems in The
Religion of fuwer is that the reader is
never really sure about whom Forbes
is talking. A few names and organiza-
tions are mentioned, but Forbes's ap-
parent attempt to be fair will not help
the reader to answer the question of
"who it is that is exercising all this
power over people in their churches."
ls it the fope Jerry Falwell, the National
Councilof Churches, or Billy Graham
abusing power? This remains unclear.
The power of Jesus is discussed
by Forbes in a manner that will not be
well received by conservative readers.
Forbes is, no doubt, making a
cogent statement about Power, and
one that is needed among Christians.
Fower can be bad, but can power be
good? ls it possible for good people to
wield power for the benefit of others
or must power necessarily corrupt?
Forbes definitely looks at a'half-empty
glass through pessimistic eyes.
The Religion of fuvwr deals with an
important issue, one well worth ex-
amining. Acceptance of Forbes's book
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will probably be dependent on the
reader 's rel ig ious background.
Evangelicals and Fundamentalists are
likely to see problems in the shotgun
approach Forbes uses.
Anthony Campolq Jr., takes a very
different approach in The fuwer of
Delusion. He writes as a father and
husband who is involved in the church.
Campolo is also a social activist and
presents a perspective on the Chris'
tian and social action that is much
needed. Power is defined very early in
the book and the discussions stay
within clear boundaries. Thus, this is
an easy book to read.
Campolo discusses power and
authority in the church, family, and
politics. He sees power as appropriate
for Christians to use and encourages
Christians to get involved. He deals
with the cult of masculinity among
Christian men, power plays between
the sexes and between familY
members, and discusses without emo'
tion the pacifist and antinuclear move-
ment as it may involve Christians.
The fuwer Delusion is a useful
book if only because it presents a
fresh perspective on some issues. Un-
fortunately, Campolo seems to suffer
some of the same myopia Forbes ex-
periences. Referring to the Moral
Majority, Campolo comments: "What
concerns me is the method they
employ to bring about changes in
society. lt seems to me that the leaders
of the Moral Majority have been se-
duced into using power in their efforts.
They are depending on the strength of
the state to enforce their will. I believe
this is a serious mistake that will, in the
long run, hurt the witness of the
church and significantly diminish its
authority" (p.65). And then a few
pages later in commenting on the Men-
nonite reluctance to hold political of-
fice, Campolo states, "Nevertheless
there is a need for Christians to go into
politics" (p.78).
There is an obvious contradiction
here. lf we need more Christians in
political office, why is it wrong to form
an organization to support such an
ideal? Campolo does not seem to
recognize this inconsistency.
In this discussion of power, both
authors avoid those incidents in the
Bible when Jesus obviously used
power in relation to people Jesus was
not reluctant to force His will on evil
men. Some of us may be uncomfort-
able with this idea, but it is biblical.
Two incidents tand out. One is the
scourging of the money lenders in the
temple: 'And when he had made a
scourge of smallcords, he drove them
all out of the templg and the sheeo
and the oxen; and poured out the
changers'money, and overthrew the
tables' (John 2:15).
The other is Pete/s impulsive strik-
ing of one of the soldiers with his sword:
'And, behold, one of them which were
with Jesus stretched out his hand,
drew his sword, and struck a servant
of the high priests, and smote off his
ear. Then sajd Jesus unto him, Put up
again thy sword into his place'(Matt. 26:51-52).
Note that Jesus used power in
both instances-once to violently rid
the temple of evilmen, and then to heal
in a miraculous manner. Jesus uras not
a loser, not powerless. But He was
compassionate in the use, of Power
and did not use it for evil purposes.
Christ is our model. Campdo and
Forbes recognize this to a degree, but
they seem reluctant to admit hat to be
salt in the earth, Christians need to be
willing to get involved in politics, in
political action groups, and to run for
otfice.
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Gourt Declsion
Pavfng the Way for Euthanasia
Last Ocnber the California Court of
Appeals upheW thc decision of docton to
disconnect infiauenous feeding and water
tubes from Clarence Herbert, a seuerely
brain-darnaged futient wln had"beea cotna-
tose for only a few days, euen though there
was a "minimal" chance for recouery.
One year afrcr Herbert's death, Los
Angeles prosecl.to's brought murder clwrges
against the attending pklsicians, Robert
Nejdl and Neil Barber, claiming tlte "pa-
tient was delEdrated. to death intentional-
Iy, with death being as cmain a coftsequence
as if he was shot at point-blank range."
But the appellote court said tlle docton
did not conmit rrutrdcr. D escribing Hsrbm's
comotose state as a "terminal illness." the
court explained that intrauenous nutrition
and lqdration is "medicine" tlvt can be
witMrawn or deniel. if it neither cu.res nor
ameliorates the patient's disease.
Are all comatose patients terminally
illl Was Clarence Herbert denied intra-
venous food and water because he was
comatose, or because he was severely
brain-damaged? At what point does food
and water become "medical" treatment?
'When does clinical death occur-when
the brain is dead or when cognitive
abilities are lost?
Attorney Tom Marzen, chief staff
counsel for Americans United for Life,
recently discussed the ramifications of the
Clarence Herbert case.
"The implications of the court's deci-
sion were that somehow if the individual
was incompetent, or didn't have proper
mental status..then he could be treated
as though he were terminally ill. And I
dont think that is something we want to
see develop in the courtsl'
The appellate court, without explana-
tion. determined that Clarence Herbert
was terminall.,, ill because he suffered a
"deep" coma from which he was "not
likely" to recover. Doctors are not required
by law, the court ruled, to administer
"useless" medicine (food and water) to
such a terminal illness.
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But Marzen believes the court
declared Herbert terminally ill, not
because he was unlikely to regain con-
sciousness, but because he would be se-
verely braindamaged erren if he did reccver.
ln the Clarence Herbert case, Marzen
said, "It is clear they were making a judg-
ment that this guy had lost all his men-
tal capabilities and therefore they ought
not to have to treat him."
The couft ruling appears to legitimize
a medical practice that terminates intra-
venous food and water simply because
doctors determine, after only two days,
that a comatose patient is "not likely" to
recover 6rll consciousness.
"You have to take a little bit of what
they're doing with a grain of saltj'Marzen
cautioned.
At what point does
o patient's ltfe become
"utterly pointless"?
"The reason I say that is this: This par-
ticular case involved criminal prosecution
of doctors. Now I've been around this
issue long enough to know how the
courts behave when you're talking about
possibly prosecuting doctors, who are
demigods in society. It's like prosecuting
ministers or pastors a hundred years ago.
You just don't do it and you give them
every reasonable doubt.
"These doctors were on the line for ac-
tual criminal charges. . . These judges
will do anything to prevent that. Doctors
are carriers of the flame of our culture and
you can't do that to them. That's really
what it comes down to.
"They wanted to let these doctors off
and they went out of their way to do itl'
Nevs Commentary
Marzen said the Herbert case is
another example of a court decision that
allows medical treatment to be ter-
minated, not when people are terminally
ill, but when they have some loss of men-
tal status-the comatose. those in a
vegetative state, and the mentally
retarded.
But at what point does a patient's life
become "burdensome" and "utterly
pointless"?
"What you have is when a person
loses mental capacity they make a judg-
ment saying, 'Well this is essentially an
empty shell. Bye. \ile don't have to treat
you as though you were a person
anymore, because you don't exercise this
mental capacityl
"That's really what's going on. This is
why in the infanticide cases all the kids
involved-that we know of-were kids
who were judged to be retarded. They
always put it in the newspapers severell
mentally damaged. They're not usually
that severe but they're always saying that."
Marzen's concern is that the courts are
legitimizing the withholding of medical
care based on quality o/ li/e, rather than
sdtlctitJ of life, citeria. The courts are pav-
ing the way for doctors to practice active
euthanasia.
Marzen said this quality of life criteria
for terminating treatment will prove ex-
tremely troublesome for the elderly.
"Particularly in view of the economics
of this culture and the decline of the ex-
tended family]' Marzen said. "Most old
people are going to be extremely isolated.
They're going to be dependent upon
public resources to a greater extent than
they've ever been, \7hich means that
there's going to be some public decisions
based on whether or not resources are go-
ing to be allocated to them. lt's an ex-
tremely big issue of the 6:ture, no ques-
tion about it."
-Martin Matqer
Lynchburg, Virginiu
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689 Graduate from Liberty
Baptist College and Schools
An overcapacity crowd filled the
multipurpose center to honor the
1984 graduating class of Liberty
Baptist College and Schools. The 689
graduates received iplomas from
Liberty Baptist College, Liberty
Baptist Seminary, the Institute of
Biblical Studies, or Liberty Home
Bible Institute.
Giving the commencement ad.
dress, Jerry Falwell, pastor of Thomas
Road Baptist Church and founder of
the college, spoke on "America the
hautiful." He told the graduates they
are responsible "for keeping America
beautiful and making it even more
beautiful for the next generation by
standing up for moral principles, by
holding firm to Bible truths."
"This is our largest graduating
class, and it has the greatest poten.
tial to make an impact on our na.
tion," said Falwell,
Honorarv doctorates were
presented by Lihrty Baptist Seminary
to three outstanding Christian
leaders. Paul Dixon, president of
Cedarville College in Cedarville,
W
Ohio, was presentd an honorary
doctorate of laws (L.L.D.) degree,
Leland R. Kennedy, pastor of
Trinity Baptist Church in Abilene,
Texas, was given an honorary doc-
torate of divinity (D.D.). John
Walvoord, president of Dallas
Theological Seminary, receivd an
honuary doctorate of l*ten (D. Un.).
During the graduation exercise a
special commissioning ceremony
was held. John Pyle was commis-
sioned as a second lieutenant in the
Marine Corps and James Hart as a
second lieutenant in the Army. Hart
received the Distinguished Military
Student Award from ROTC.
V/hile this graduation was the
school's largat, Tom Digs, director
of Academic Suppon Services, aid,
"This fall's enrollment promises to be
the largest ever,"
A Beport on the Thomas nuad Baptist Church and Belated Ministries
Falwell
Presents
Creationist
View on
Donahue
The production team for Phil
Donahue is making a five-part pro-
gram on the subject of human
behavior, scheduled for national
release in April of 1985. The first seg.
ment deals with the ageold questions
of who we are, where we came from,
and where we are going.
As part of the series, Dr. Falwell
recently filmed a sermon presenting
the creationist viewpoint. Adrian
Malone Productions, producers of the
Donahue special, will add positions
from other clergy and include the
evolutionist view.
The segment was filmed at a
regrrlar service of the Thomas Road
Baptist Church. Dr. Falwell said,
"This is a wonderful opportunity to
present the clear message from the
Vord of God that 'ln the beginning
God created the heaven and the
earth.ttt
Sounds of Liberty, who will be with
us on Saturday nighr" The Old.Time
Gospel Hour's new soloist, Kendra
Cook, will also appear.
More than two dozen workshops
are slated to cover the areas of mar-
riage, leisure activities, mental and
physical health, and so forth. A few
of the workshop titles are "Teenagers
Can Be Fun," "Stress V/ithout
Distress," and "How to Vrite for
Publication."
A Wonderful Weekend for Women
"A Vonderful Veekend for
Women" (October 18-20) isexpected
to bring thousands of ladies to the
Thomas Road Baptist Church in
Lynchburg, Virginia. According to its
director, Celeste Wemp, "Everything
on the program revolves around the
theme 'lt's a Wonderful Life.'The
guest speakers are four ladies often
described as wonderful, the musical
program features top talent, and the
workshop leaders are among the hst
qualified in their fields."
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Speakers include Mrs. John R.
Rice of Murfreesboro, Tennessee; two
of her dau$ters-Elizahth Handford
of Greenville, South Carolina, editor
of Ttw lqful Wornan, and Joy
Martin of Chattanooga, Tennessee,
teacher and musician; and from
L'Abri, Switzerland, Edith Schaeffer,
author and lecturer.
Music chairman Jane Randlett
said, "Ensembla of various combina.
tions are planned-including the
Hundreds Led to Christ
through Telephone Evangelism
Dr. Jerry Falwell believes in
reaching every available person at
every available time by every available
means with the gospel of Christ. To.
day the telephone is one of the
simplest ways to reach around the
world in a matter of minutes.
J. O. Grooms, TRBC associate
pastor and director of the soulwin,
ning department, reports that
through April of this year 638 peo-
ple have been ld to the lord over the
phone. Grooms, whose spiritual
heartbeat has been soulwinning for all
35 years ofhis Christian life, takes the
proven principles of evangelism and
trains Liberty Baptist College students
to be aggressive soulwinners. During
the last school year Grooms was
responsible for training over 950
students.
Dr. Falwell says, "lt is about the
most exciting thing we do around
here. Imagine, twice a week a college
freshman can actually hear scores of
men and women being led to Christ
by a dedicated soulwinner,"
Several LBC students who have
been uained in telephone vangelism
work at the toll-free department ofthe
Old-Time Gospel Hour. Vhen
viewers ofthe Oldfime OospelHour
broadcast call in for spirirual counsel"
ing, these young people are able to
lead them to Christ. 0n Easter Sun.
day 650 people called in for
counseling-l 15 accepted Christ, and
eight suicides were preventd through
this telephone ministry.
In addition to his many other
responsibilities, Grooms canies on an
ouffeach ministry in the Philippines
through gospel films, church planting,
and Scripture memorization. During
the past hree years Grooms has made
five trips to the islands and has seen
over 35,000 souls make professions of
faith in Christ.
His special burden is reaching
terminally ill people with the gospel.
W,
He encourages the many friends ofthe
ministry to write to him with the
names and phone numbers of such
people. He says, "Vhen someone is
on the verge of eternity, he is ready
to be brought into the kingdom. The
hean is tender and open to the claims
_t
f;
of Christ. I cannot remember when
I was unable to win a soul to Christ
who was in a terminal condition."
Nama of friends and loved ones
may be sent to the Old.Time Oospel
Hour and the anention of Pastor l. O.
Grooms.
Calendar
Update
|une
20
Missioru team Tetun$ t'run WaTil
21.23
h. Falwell spealcs at Tenple Bapt*t
Church in Detroit, Michigan
24
Tlrrnnas Road fupt*t Cluuclls 28th
Annivusary
Julv
10
Missions team retltrns from Samoan
kkn/a
12.13
Dr. FaIwelI speal<s at tlw Fanily
lnnnn in &n Francrscq
Califomia
29
Inner-city teams rettffir /rom Neur
Yorl City and. Philadrlphia
August
29
Liberty Baptut College 19M-85
schaol year begiru
Wt
Missions Teams Leave for
Summer Campaigns
Philadelphia, where they will work
with inner.city churches, leading peo.
ple to Christ. Last year 1,210 people
were saved as a result ofthe inner<iw
outreach into major metropolitan
areas,
All-New Campground
Recently Dedicated
On May 16 camping enthusiasts
met in Redhouse, Virginia, about a
45-minute drive from Lynchburg, ro
take pan in the dedication service for
Liberty Oaks Camp and Conference
Center. The new family campground
is operated by Thomas Road Youth
and directed by Glenn Reese, an
associate pastor of Thomas Road
Baptist Church.
The 276 ama of Liberty Oaks are
nestled near the central Virginia
mountains, A 45-acre lake provides
swimming, fishing, and boaring. The
camping season begins June 11.
During the summer weeks the
grounds will be swarming with teens
from throughout Virginia and
nearby states, On weekends the
campground is available to church
groups of all ages. Reese says that
Liberty Oaks willbe open year.round
to churches who would lih to use the
facility for staff retreats, class outings,
family camps, and so forth. Large con.
ferences with well.known speakers are
being planned for the future,
Liberty Oaks Camp and Con-
ference Center invites you to enjoy a
day, a weekend, a week, or more in
its refreshing atmosphere. To make
reservations contact Thomas Road
Youth, 701 Thomas Road, Lynchburg,
Virginia 24514 or call (804) 739.9281,,
Shortly after the spring semester
ended at Liberty Baptist College, 51
young people, including 12 from
Baptist Bible College in Springfield,
Missouri, began a summer ministry in
Brazil and the Samoan lslands.
The l&memhr Brazilian team will
plant churches in Manaus, Rio, and
San Paulo, while the Samoan team of
33 young people will do evangelistic
work and teach a summer school pro.
gram in the American Samoa Chris.
tian School.
Additionally, the inner.city mis-
sions teams divided 51 young workers
between New York City and
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Sileven Sentenced
to Jcdl
PLATTSMOUTH, Neb.-Rev.
Everett Sileven was sentenced to eight
months for willfully denying a 1979 court
order that he not operate his unapproved
church school in Louisville.
Judge Ronald Reagan of Sarpy County
found Sileven in contempt of court for
opening Faith Christian School for the
1983-84 school year. It was Sileven's fifth
contempt conviction in three years.
The jail sentence came shortly after
Sileven testified that his school, located
in the basement of Faith Baptist Church,
would comply with new education laws.
Sileven had hoped Judge Reagan would
drop the charges. But Reagan, who said
Sileven deserved 20 months in jail, re'
fused to pardon the pastor.
\Uhile in jail, Sileven will be denied
any recording or writing material to be
used for publication. Judge Reagan com'
plained that during Sileven's last jail
sentence, the pastor wrote pamphlets and
articles for profit.
Sileven's battle over state licensure of
his church school began seven years ago.
His eftorts were later joined by 14 other
unapproved church schools throughout
the state. All the schools objected for
religious reasons.
Last March, however, the Nebraska
legislature ended the ongoing conflict by
passing a law that exempts certain church
schools from state approval laws.
Nevadc Offlcictls Order
Church to Close
SPARKS, Nev.-The Nevada State
Department of Industrial Relations has
ordered the Grace Baptist Church, here,
to stop congregating until it PaYs
workmen's compensation insurance.
Rev. Jim Hollingsworth said the in-
dependent Fundamentalist church refuses
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to pay the accident insurance, amounting
to $15 per month, because it is paid to
a state agency, representing an unlawful
tax of his church, he said.
Hollingsworth said the church has
agreed to pay the premiums to a private
carrier. But the governor re-
fused to sign a law that would have per'
mitted private carriers.
"When the state is the only supplier,
and we have no choice but to pay it, it
becomes a tax. It becomes an obligation
on our faith. It becomes an encum-
brance on our faith. It becomes a burden
on our faith. Therefore, it negates our
constitutional rights,"Hollingsworth said.
Though the church met "secretly" last
spring, Hollingsworth said the congrega'
tion will probably disband, join another
church, or start over with a new name.
lf the church does reorganize, Holl-
ingsworth said, the pastor will probably
live off donations rather than a salary,
which he hopes will circumvent the law.
Jim Barnes, department director for
the state agency, said he believes the law
is constitutional as it now applies to
churches. He added that two other
churches in the state have admitted to
violating the law.
Vlctory lor
Rolofi Homes
the homes or close them. But Roloff
argued that state licensing requirements
violated the Constitution.
Cameron accused the state of harass-
ing the "liftle" church that was "only try- '
ing to help youngsters."
Constitutional attorney William Ball,
who represented the Roloff Homes, said
the court's action showed that the state
failed to prove the need for shutting the
homes down.
Wcshlngrton Bible College
Presldent Retires
\YASHINGTON-On Mav 19
George A. Miles retired as president of
'Washington Bible College and graduate
school, Capital Bible Seminary. Miles
served as full-time president of these in-
stitutions since March 1945. He is the
longest incumbent president of any ac'
credited institution of higher education
in the United States today. Under his
leadership the school grew from 16
students to an enrollment of 1,574.
Televls;ion MlnlsHes Not
to Blcrme lor Decline
ln Chuch Attendcsrce
WACO, Texas-A state appeals court
has upheld the right of Roloff's People's
Baptist Church children's home to be free
of state licensing.
Though state officials plan to appeal
the case, Rev. Wiley Cameron, who
assumed the pulpit after Roloff's death in
November 1982, called the court's deci-
sion t'a great victory."
Cameron told a celebrating church
service, "It would be Communism to put
the state mark on the church. God for-
bid the day that would happen."
In 1979 Mark White, then the state's
attomey general, ordered Roloffto license
PHILADELPHIA-The television
ministries that attract millions of viewers
and contributors are influential with their
audiences, but watching religious pro'
grams doesn't keep people from going to
church.
Those who support evangelical broa&
casters also attend and contribute to local
churches, according to a two-year study
of religion and television recently re-
leased by researchers at the University of
Pennsylvania's Annenberg School of
Communications.
The Gallup Organization of
Princeton, N.J. also participated in the
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A,Bombs
and Abortions
ow can one oppose abortion while supporting the
deployment of nuclear arms? The question surfaces
more and more frequently. It is inferred in articles.
Senator lGnnedy alluded to it in his presentation at Liberty Bap.
tist College, and former Indiana Senator Birch Bayh clearly iden-
tified it in a recent debate with Greg Dixon of the Indianapolis
Baptist Temple.
On the surface, this troubling question appears to indicate
an inconsistency in the position of Conservatives in general and
Fundamentalists in particular. However, rather than
demonstrating inconsistency, the position is one of logical ra-
tionality, far more consistent than the stand of those who con-
tinue to raise the issue.
lf opposing abortion while favoring nuclear deployrnent is
inconsistent, the position that favors abortion while opposing
nuclear deployment is firmly impaled on the other horn of the
?iorc who favor nuclear weapons
do so for the exact Ntne rcason as
those who oppose them.
same dilemma. In point of fact, opposing abortion while favor-
ing nuclear deployment is perfectly coruistent, and favoring abor-
tion while opposing nuclear deployment is perfectly inconsistent.
The rwo issues have several contradictory elements. Abortion
involves killing that is going on right now; nuclear armament
involves potential killing which may or may not ever happen.
Millions are dying at the hands of abortionists; no one in the
current, post-World r07ar II era has yet died from nuclear deploy-
Abortion involves personal choices that must be made
individual and can be made by no one else; nuclear
ment.
by the
Charles R. Wood is
pastor of Grace Baptist
Church, South Bend,
Indiana.
politics becomes a national issue in which the individual has
little voice other than the ballot box, the picket line, or other
protest formats. Those who favor nuclear weapons do so for the
e:€ct same reason as those who op'pose them. Each desires to ryare
human life but approaches the issue from opposite standpoints.
The conservative does not necessarily favor nuclear prolifera-
tion. He simply believes that missiles in place and battle ready
are likely to discourage aggressive actions. Pro-nuclear thinkers
would be happy to reach a verifiable nuclear fireeze at a level
of essential parity with the balance sufficiently tipped in the direc-
tion of the traditionally nonbelligerents, to make aggression less
likely on the part of those whose self-professed aim is world
domination.
Those who favor nuclear parity or superiority see a third
likelihood in an oft-repeated statement, should the Communists
gain world supremacy. Phrases like "Better to be Red than dead,"
and "Befter to be dead than Red," do not express the most likely
conclusion-"Probably dead if Red." The antinuke activists
believe we can trust Communism to mind its business, honor
its commitments, live within its borders, and succor its subjects.
The blood of countless Chinese peasants, Cambodian farmers,
Vietnamese patriots, and Korean Air Line passengers testifies
otherwise.
There are no proponents of nuclear war. Those who favor
the deployment of nuclear weaponry hold their view because
they believe the risks involved are fewer and the likelihood of
carnage less than if the free world throws itself, unarmed, upon
the mercy of those who do not include such a word in their
operational vocabulary.
Thus, an antiabortion and pronuke stance is consistent, with
both opposing killing in all forms. On the other hand, a pro-
abortion and antinuke position is the epitome of inconsistency.
It cries out against potential death while encouraging a present
carnage. It cowers at a phantom specter while closing its eyes
to a gory reality. It seeks to inform and influence public policy
while ignoring personal morality. k dismisses opposing arguments
as rationalizations while hiding behind a facade of igrromncd and
justifies the slaughter of infants on the basis of not knowing when
life begins. In realiry, it does not care about when life begins,
or it would insist upon the suspension of abortion until an ob-
jective determination is made. To favor abortion and oppose
nuclear armament is inconsistent double-speak based upon il-
logical reasoning.
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